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ABSTRACT

This thesis examines a portion of the restoration and rehabilitation work Herbert
A. DeCosta Jr. and the H. A. DeCosta Company completed in the 1960s and 1970s in
Charleston, South Carolina. A third generation, African-American contractor, DeCosta
specialized in the restoration of historic structures. A native of the city, he possessed an
innate understanding and respect for the city’s architectural heritage, and he worked
throughout the city and region to promote the preservation of this heritage. Under the
direction of Herbert DeCosta, the H. A. DeCosta Company worked with Historic
Charleston Foundation on numerous properties in their revolutionary Ansonborough
Rehabilitation Project in the 1960s and 1970s. Through an analysis of the type and extent
of his work in this neighborhood revitalization effort, as well as through an examination
of the quality of his restorations, this thesis explores DeCosta’s role in the movement that
defined a preservation ethic for Charleston.
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CHAPTER ONE
Introduction

“I grew up playing on a lumber pile in my
yard. Building was in my blood.”1 Simply stated,
Herbert A. DeCosta, Jr. expressed his natural
inclination toward building and construction (figure
1.1). A third generation, African American builder,
Herbert DeCosta worked as a general contractor in
Charleston, South Carolina for more than forty
years.2 Specializing in the restoration of historic
properties, DeCosta and his company, the H. A.
DeCosta Company, gained renown in the city and
region for their knowledge of and respect for

Figure 1.1: Herbert A. DeCosta, Jr.
Photo courtesy of Post and Courier, June
6, 1998.

historic materials, building styles, and construction
techniques.
The purpose of this thesis is to investigate Herbert DeCosta’s work as a
preservation and restoration contractor through his work with Historic Charleston
Foundation in the 1960s and 1970s in their landmark neighborhood revitalization
program in Ansonborough. Ranging from basic stabilization to comprehensive
1

Herbert DeCosta, Jr. as quoted in Dottie Ashley’s, “Herbert DeCosta: Family’s expectations always
high,” Post & Courier, Charleston, SC, June 6, 1998.
2
Herbert DeCosta, Jr. will be referred to simply as Herbert DeCosta throughout this thesis. The
designation of “Sr.” will be added when his father, Herbert DeCosta, Sr., is discussed.

1

rehabilitations, DeCosta’s involvement in the project illustrates the wide and varied scope
of work required in the restoration of the neighborhood and of these properties. Through
an analysis of his work on the properties in Ansonborough, this thesis establishes an
understanding of the preservation ethic of Herbert DeCosta and his company and how his
work helped to define the preservation ethic of Charleston.
Organized to provide background and contextual information about Herbert
DeCosta and his social and cultural environment, a brief biography and a study of the
broader historic preservation movement in Charleston at the outset of the neighborhood
revitalization project provide context for his work and success in restoration. These two
chapters are followed by an in-depth study of Herbert DeCosta’s work in the
Ansonborough Rehabilitation Project. The information for this chapter relies almost
exclusively on two important archival repositories: the Avery Research Center for
African American History and Culture (ARC) and the Margeretta Childs Archive at
Historic Charleston Foundation (HCF).
The Avery Research Center serves as the repository for the H. A. DeCosta, Jr.
Papers. Amassed by the family over eight decades, this extensive collection includes all
of the existing business files of the H. A. DeCosta Company from its founding in 1919
through the late 1980s. Organized by street address, these files contain estimates and
invoices for contracting projects on which the H. A. DeCosta Company worked. In
addition, the files include personal correspondence, sketches of architectural details, and

2

measured drawings of properties.3 An intensive study of these materials provided the
information used to analyze Herbert DeCosta’s work in Ansonborough.
The Margeretta Childs Archive at Historic Charleston Foundation supplied
additional information about DeCosta’s work in the organization’s Ansonborough
Rehabilitation Project. The property files contained supplemental estimates, invoices,
and correspondence that pertained directly to Herbert DeCosta. In addition, the archive
provided detailed information about the rehabilitation project including photographs of
each property restored in the neighborhood, newspaper articles and other promotional
pieces, and financial breakdowns of the progress of the project. The archives at Historic
Charleston Foundation, when analyzed in conjunction with the information about Herbert
DeCosta available at the Avery Research Center, provided additional resources for the
development of this thesis.
As African Americans who worked in the building arts, Herbert DeCosta, Jr, his
father, and his grandfather represented part of one of the most important aspects of a
larger cultural trend in Charleston’s history. African Americans built Charleston. In
Preserving Charleston’s Past, Shaping Its Future, Sidney Bland explains that the
“Lowcountry aristocracy achieved architectural brilliance on their plantations and in their
grand mansions on the Charleston peninsula only through the tireless and often
backbreaking labors of African Americans with special hand-craft skills.”4 Initially

3

In addition to the business files for the H. A. DeCosta Company, the H. A. DeCosta, Jr. Papers also
contain information and documents pertaining to DeCosta’s other business endeavors, his personal
achievements, his wife Emily Spencer DeCosta, St. Mark’s Episcopal Church, and general information
about the DeCosta, Craft, and Kinloch families.
4
Sidney Bland, Preserving Charleston’s Past, Shaping Its Future: The Life and Times of Susan Pringle
Frost (Columbia, SC: University of South Carolina Press, 1999), 51.

3

working as slaves throughout the city, these men developed and honed the skills
necessary to construct the elaborate structures for which Charleston is known. Highly
prized by their owners, slaves who were skilled in the building arts were frequently hired
out by their masters as a source of additional income. For example, Nathaniel Russell, a
wealthy merchant and owner of one of the most ornate homes in Charleston, rented out
Thomas, a skilled blacksmith who walked to his forge on the waterfront.5 In some
instances, owners allowed these skilled slaves to keep a portion of the income that they
produced for their owners. These wages helped some to accumulate enough money to
purchase their freedom.6
By the nineteenth century, the free black population in Charleston participated in
a wide variety of skilled trades. In Black Charlestonians: A Social History, 1822-1885,
Bernard Powers asserts that by 1860 free black men engaged in at least sixty-five
different occupations that included carpentry, blacksmithing, bricklaying, and masonry.7
A free black family, the Holloways provide an example of the skilled craftsmen who
worked in antebellum Charleston. Richard Holloway, the patriarch of the family who
arrived in Charleston as a free man of color from Maryland, learned the carpentry trade as
an apprentice to James Mitchell, a free black carpenter in the city. After marrying one of
Mitchell’s daughters, Holloway constructed and opened his own harness business.8

5

Historic Charleston Foundation, Grandeur Preserved: the House Museums of Historic Charleston
Foundation (Charleston, SC: History Press, 2008), 21.
6
Bernard Powers, Black Charlestonians: A Social History, 1822-1885 (Fayetteville, AR: The University of
Arkansas Press, 1994), 37.
7
Powers, Black Charlestonians, 41.
8
Edmund Drago, Charleston’s Avery Center: From Education and Civil Rights to Preserving the African
American Experience (Charleston, SC: Charleston History Press, 2006), 29.

4

Although dubbed a harness maker, Holloway also served as a contractor in the
growing neighborhood near his shop. Building a number of tenement houses in the
Harleston Village area on the west side of Charleston, Holloway used many of these
buildings as personal investments for additional income.9 As his business flourished and
expanded, Holloway passed on his knowledge of the building arts to his sons and to other
African Americans, both free and slave. His reputation as a skilled worker had grown so
within the white community that owners sent their slaves to learn the carpentry and house
joiner trades as apprentices to Holloway.10 Richard Holloway’s role as a builder and
craftsman in Charleston is representative of the influence of African American craftsmen
on the construction of the city.
The tradition of African American builders continued after the Civil War despite
rising racial tensions in the Reconstruction-era South. Herbert DeCosta explained that in
the North “mostly the construction workers were the immigrants” but that “in the South,
the white people were accustomed to seeing black people doing this kind of work.”11 In
her memoirs, Mamie Garvin Fields, an African American woman raised in a family of
craftsmen in Charleston in the early twentieth century, reiterated this feeling. On a trip to
Boston in the early 1920s, she “was surprised to see so many white bricklayers working
on projects and not a single black one.”12 Comparing this experience to the atmosphere
in Charleston, she explained that African Americans were highly visible in these

9

John Meffert, Sherman Pyatt, and the Avery Research Center, Black America Series: Charleston, SC
(Charleston, SC: Arcadia Publishing, 2000), 105-107.
10
Powers, Black Charlestonians, 42.
11
Herbert DeCosta, Jr., “Oral History Interview with Mr. Herbert A. DeCosta, 10 July 95,” 14.
12
Mamie Garvin Fields, Lemon Swamp and Other Places: A Carolina Memoir (New York: Free Press,
London: Collier Macmillan, 1983), 29.
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professions because these “were (the) trades that black men brought with them out of
slavery.”13 This dominance in the building trades helped African Americans organize
into unions much like their immigrant counterparts in the North.
In the early twentieth century, Charlestonians embraced the preservation of the
city’s architectural heritage, and this interest celebrated the skill and craftsmanship
evident in the construction of the city’s most iconic structures. Thomas Mayhem
Pinckney, one of the earliest African American craftsmen to become involved in the
preservation movement, received much of his work in this field from Susan Pringle Frost,
one of the founding mothers of the Charleston preservation movement. Working as the
first female real estate agent in Charleston in the 1910s and 1920s, Frost sought to
preserve the city’s architecture by purchasing historic properties in poor condition with
the intention of performing minor repairs, restoring architectural details, and selling the
structures to preservation-minded owners. Although possessing a natural sense of the
aesthetics of historic elements, Frost’s lack of finances resulted in patchwork-like
restorations. Thankfully, she relied heavily on Pinckney for the restoration and recreation of many architectural details in the homes that she rehabilitated. In his
biography of Frost, Sidney Bland offers a great deal of credit to Pinckney stating, “that
the reclamation did not suffer more is due to the skills of an African American
craftsman…Thomas Pinckney.”14
The son of a cabinet maker, Pinckney was trained as a stair maker before an
apprenticeship with a builder led him to start his own contracting firm. Specializing in
13
14

Ibid.
Bland, Preserving Charleston’s Past, Shaping Its Future, 51.

6

historic structures, Pinckney was highly skilled in hand-carved woodwork. His work was
described as being “so in scale and period that one has to be told what is not original.”15
Working extensively with Frost on the lower Charleston peninsula, Pinckney transformed
many houses from rundown tenements into the elegant and grand dwellings that they
were intended to be. Following his death, Susan Pringle Frost expressed her respect and
admiration for his talent as a carpenter. In a letter to the News & Courier, she described
Pinckney as “a real artist and a pioneer in his work of restoration of the fine old time
wood carving; others have followed but he pointed out and led the way towards the
preservation of so much of our old time architecture.”16 The tradition of African
American craftsmen that provided Charleston with the skills necessary to accomplish the
goals of its preservation movement would continue through the work of Herbert DeCosta
and his company.
By the 1950s, African Americans no longer dominated the building trades in
Charleston. A review of the 1955 Charleston City Directory showed approximately
seventy general and building contractors listed in the business section. Of this total, only
six were indicated as being owned by African Americans.17 When Herbert DeCosta, Jr.
inherited his father’s company in 1960, his competition had grown to include nearly one
hundred other contracting firms. In spite of the large numbers of contractors, the H. A.
DeCosta Company was repeatedly hired for work related to the growing preservation

15

Bland, Preserving Charleston’s Past, Shaping Its Future, 52n41.
Bland, Preserving Charleston’s Past, Shaping Its Future, 52n43.
17
Although the City Directory provides a contemporary account of Charleston and its businesses, problems
exist in this research. For example, not all businesses were listed. In 1961, the City Directory does not list
the H. A. DeCosta Company even though evidence is available to prove the company’s existence.
Additionally, white contracting companies may have employed African American craftsmen.
16
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movement in the city. The company had acquired a reputation of honoring and
respecting historic materials, and this sensitivity helped to establish it as one of the
earliest and most respected restoration contracting firms in the city.
The H. A. DeCosta Company maintained a high standard of workmanship in all
of its endeavors. In a lecture given for Historic Charleston Foundation in 1997, Herbert
DeCosta recalled how fortunate the company had been in its ability “to recruit and retain
a staff of talented craftsmen and professionally-trained personnel.”18 Employing
generations of families, DeCosta expressed his appreciation for these men and their skills
in his speech stating that “these workmen, undoubtedly, represent a chapter in the history
of Charleston black craftsmen.”19 Herbert DeCosta, Jr., the H. A. DeCosta Company,
and his crew of skilled workers left a lasting impression on the built environment of
Charleston.
In 1995, the Avery Research Center conducted an oral history interview with
Herbert DeCosta. In this interview, DeCosta discussed his desire “to record all the work
that my grandfather started, that my father has done, and I have done, so we can have a
record of it.”20 Combining the information available at the Avery Research Center and
Historic Charleston Foundation, this thesis serves as the beginning of this documentation.
Through an analysis of the extensive work of Herbert DeCosta, Jr. and the H. A. DeCosta
Company in the Ansonborough Rehabilitation Project in the 1960s and 1970s, this thesis

18

Herbert DeCosta, Jr., “Three Generations of Preservationists,” Speech given at the Architectural Forum,
Historic Charleston Foundation, Charleston, SC, November 7, 1997, ARC, H. A. DeCosta, Jr. Papers, Box
286.
19
Ibid.
20
Herbert DeCosta, Jr., “Oral History Interview with Mr. Herbert A. DeCosta, 10 July 95,” ARC, H.A.
DeCosta, Jr. Papers, Box 264, Folder “Oral History Transcript, 1995,” 13.

8

creates an inventory of the company’s work and its accomplishments in the restoration of
historic structures. The dedication of Herbert DeCosta to the preservation of the
architectural heritage of Charleston through the restoration of its built environment is the
enduring legacy of one of the earliest restoration contractors in the city.

9

CHAPTER TWO
Herbert A. DeCosta, Jr.: The Man and The Company

Herbert Alexander DeCosta, Jr. was born on March 17, 1923 to an established
African American family in Charleston, South Carolina. The descendant of free black
craftsmen and of runaway slaves, DeCosta exhibited a strong sense of self-determination
and a high value for education. In addition, he inherited the tradition of building and of
craftsmanship from his father and grandfather. By combining his talents, his drive, and
his educational background, Herbert DeCosta, Jr. operated one of the most successful
contracting and restoration firms in Charleston in the mid to late twentieth century. 1

Family History
Herbert DeCosta, Jr. descended from a long line of progressive African
Americans who demonstrated a strong sense of perseverance. DeCosta’s greatgrandparents William and Ellen Craft escaped from slavery at a plantation near Macon,
Georgia in 1848.2 The fair-skinned daughter of a slave and her white master, Ellen
masqueraded herself as a white gentleman and successfully escaped to Philadelphia with
her husband who had disguised himself as the “white man’s” slave. The Crafts made
1

Unless otherwise indicated, the family and company history in this chapter comes from two oral histories
that were conducted with Herbert DeCosta, Jr. The first interview was performed by the Avery Research
Center on July 10, 1995, and the second interview was conducted by the Historic Charleston Foundation on
June 24, 2003. A complete transcription of each interview is available in the archives of each organization,
and a transcription of the oral history from HCF can be found in Appendix A (pages 107-120) of this thesis.
2
The information about William and Ellen Craft was obtained from the oral history interview with Herbert
DeCosta, Jr. at the ARC and from three articles: Dottie Ashley, “Herbert DeCosta: Family’s expectations
always high,” The Post and Courier, June 6, 1998; “Family Ties: African American, The DeCosta Family,”
Charleston Magazine, November 1994, 100-101; Diane Knich, “Avery Research Center acquired 1860
first-edition slave escape narrative,” The Post and Courier, March 21, 2011.
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their way to Boston, Massachusetts where Ellen worked as a seamstress and William
opened a carpentry shop.
After the passing of the Fugitive Slave Act of 1850, the Crafts fled to England
where they finally acquired the full freedom they desired. While living in England, the
couple became educators and wrote and published their slave narrative Running a
Thousand Miles for Freedom in 1860.3 The Crafts lived and taught in England until 1869
when they returned to the United States. Purchasing a former plantation near Savannah,
Georgia, the couple and their children established a school for freed slaves in the area.
The pioneers in African American education eventually retired to live with family in
Charleston.
In addition to his lineage in the Craft family, Herbert DeCosta, Jr. also descended
from the Kinloch family, a prominent free black family in antebellum Charleston.4 This
side of DeCosta’s family traced its roots back to Richmond Kinloch, a slave on
Kensington Plantation. Born in 1794, Richmond Kinloch, like Ellen Craft, was believed
to have been the son of a slave and her white owner. In his interview with Historic
Charleston Foundation, Herbert DeCosta discussed a little record book of Kinloch’s that
had been passed down through the family. The book contained information about
Kinloch’s visits to parish churches where he held services and read the Bible to slaves
from nearby plantations. At a time when most African Americans were denied the

3

The ARC acquired a first edition copy of the Craft’s Running a Thousand Miles for Freedom from a rare
bookseller in 2010.
4
Information about the Kinloch family was obtained from Herbert DeCosta, Jr.’s interview with Historic
Charleston Foundation, June 24, 2003. The oral history does not indicate how Richmond Kinloch obtained
his freedom. HCF Oral History Project, Transcription, 10-11.
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opportunity of an education, Richmond Kinloch was a literate man who had the
independence to travel and to preach to others.
A strong religious heritage persisted in the Kinloch family. Benjamin Kinloch,
Richmond Kinloch’s son and Herbert DeCosta’s great-grandfather, was one of the
founding members and vestrymen of St. Mark’s Episcopal Church. Established by a
group of prominent free black Episcopalians, St. Mark’s Church was “composed of the
thriftiest and most respectable class of colored people.”5 In addition to their membership
in the prestigious St. Mark’s Church, the Kinloch men were also members of the Brown
Fellowship Society. Founded in 1790 as a benevolent organization to provide for the less
fortunate, the Brown Fellowship Society contained a roll of the most prominent free men
of color in Charleston.6
Herbert DeCosta’s ancestral heritage instilled in him strong values of
perseverance, education, and Christianity, and these traditions are evident through his
professional, religious, civic, and personal contributions. While his great-grandfather
William Craft worked as a carpenter as early as the 1840s, DeCosta’s legacy in the
building arts is more closely traced back two generations, to his paternal grandfather
Benjamin DeCosta.

5

As quoted in Bernard Powers, Black Charlestonians: A Social History, 1822-1885 (Fayetteville, AR: The
University of Arkansas Press, 1994), 212.
6
Both St. Mark’s Episcopal Church and the Brown Fellowship Society are recognized for their connection
with the antebellum free black population in the Charleston. For a complete discussion of these
organizations, as well as other fraternal black groups, reference Bernard E. Powers, Jr,’s Black
Charlestonians: A Social History, 1822-1885.
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Benjamin Rhodes DeCosta
Operating as a third generation contractor, DeCosta
continued and increased the legacy of his father and
grandfather. Born in 1867, Benjamin Rhodes DeCosta worked
as a carpenter for J. C. H. Claussens as early as 1883 (figure
2.1).7 By 1901, DeCosta, in partnership with Edward Edwards,
established himself as the proprietor of a contracting and
building firm located on State Street in Charleston.8 No
account of the firm’s projects or its clients survive. Oral

Figure 2.1: Benjamin
Rhodes DeCosta. Photo
courtesy of Charleston
Magazine, November 2004.

traditions, however, attribute the house at 80 Rutledge Avenue,
the former chapel for St. James Episcopal Church on James Island, and the impressive
sunken gardens constructed for the South Carolina West Indian Exposition in 1901-1902
to his company.

Herbert A. DeCosta, Sr. and the Founding of the H. A. DeCosta Company
Following in his father’s professional footsteps, Herbert DeCosta, Sr. learned the
building arts in an apprenticeship (figure 2.2). As was common in the early twentieth
century, DeCosta worked closely with a skilled craftsman for ten cents a week, a typical
wage, to develop his skills. Following his father’s untimely death in 1911, Herbert, Sr.
temporarily closed the DeCosta family construction business while he finished high
7

Charleston City Directory, 1883, South Carolina Room, Charleston County Public Library. Information
obtained from notes compiled by Herbert DeCosta for a lecture titled “Three Generations of
Preservationists” and presented at the Architectural Forum, Charleston, SC, November 7, 1997. ARC,
H.A. DeCosta, Jr. Papers, Box 286.
8
Herbert DeCosta, Jr., “Three Generations of Preservationists.”
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school. Working for a local German contractor after graduating,
he further honed his skills in construction on a housing project on
the southwestern end of the Charleston peninsula. Joining the
army during World War I, Herbert, Sr. served as his company’s
pay sergeant and barber and managed to save enough money to
reestablish the family business after his return to Charleston. In
1919, Herbert DeCosta, Sr. founded the H. A. DeCosta Company. Figure 2.2: Herbert A.
Developing a reputation of reliability and quality, the
company worked throughout the Charleston area and became one

DeCosta, Sr. Photo
courtesy of Charleston
Magazine, November
2004.

of the first contracting companies to specialize in the restoration of historic structures.9
Working on some of the finest buildings and for some of the most prominent members of
Charleston society, the H. A. DeCosta Company was known for its understanding of
Charleston architecture, as well as for its sensitivity with historic materials. The account
books of the H. A. DeCosta Company from the 1920s and 1930s illustrate its client base.
Prominent names in Charleston society, such as Stoney, Heyward, Pinckney, Pringle,
Simons, Ravenel, and Manigault, frequently appear in the ledger, and celebrated
addresses in the newly-designated Old and Historic District provided repetitive work for
the company.10

9

Eleanor Flagler, “DeCosta’s Love: Turning Shambles Into Showcases,” News & Courier, Charleston, SC,
July 10, 1977.
10
Established as part of the general zoning ordinance in 1931, the Old and Historic District encompassed
the area south of Broad Street and west of Logan Street, as well as a small area stretching up Church Street
to Cumberland Street. For a complete discussion and map of the district, see Weyeneth’s Historic
Preservation for a Living City, pages 15-16.
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Herbert DeCosta, Sr. and his men performed a wide variety of construction
services both in downtown Charleston and the greater region. Ranging from plastering
and painting historic structures to building new beach houses on nearby islands, the H. A.
DeCosta Company encompassed a vast scope of work. A posthumous article written
about Herbert DeCosta, Sr. and his work as a contractor stated, “He undertook small jobs
and big ones, putting the same honest workmanship and good taste into everything that
he did.”11 For example, in 1932, DeCosta charged Josephine Pinckney, a well-known
local artist and leader of the Charleston Renaissance, for basic repairs to her property as
well as for building a dog house at 36 Chalmers Street.12 In contrast to these minor
construction services, the company performed an ambitious reconstruction of the large
main structure of the Avery Institute following a fire in 1945. The breadth of the
company’s abilities and the quality of its work helped to make the H. A. DeCosta
Company one of the busiest contracting firms in Charleston in the mid-twentieth century.
In addition to its services as an independent contractor, the H. A. DeCosta
Company worked as the general contractor on many jobs with the local architecture firm
of Simons & Lapham. Led by Albert Simons and Samuel Lapham, this firm was the
leading architectural group for historic restorations in Charleston in the early twentieth
century and was entrenched in the early preservation movement. While focusing largely
on the restoration of historic structures, the firm also designed new buildings and
additions, and these designs frequently reflected a strong sense of the historic styles and
architectural heritage of the city. Albert Simons also served as one of the first members
11
12

“H. A. DeCosta,” News & Courier, Charleston, SC, September 17, 1960.
Ledger of H. A. DeCosta Company, 1931-1937, ARC, H.A. DeCosta, Jr. Papers, Box 1.
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of the city’s Board of Architectural Review (BAR). Founded in 1931, the BAR
possessed the authority over exterior architectural changes to structures within the new
Old and Historic District that were “subject to public view from a public street or way.”13
Serving in more of an advisory rather than disciplinary role, the BAR, under the direction
of Simons, provided a “free Architectural Clinic” that bestowed advice for appropriate
alterations.14 As an architect and as a member of the BAR, Albert Simons exerted
considerable influence on the preservation of Charleston’s architectural heritage.
The firm of Simons & Lapham regularly hired the H. A. DeCosta Company to
work on their restoration projects. Business records from the early decades of the H. A.
DeCosta Company illustrate frequent collaborations between DeCosta and these
architects. DeCosta provided contracting services at such well-known and iconic
structures as the Gibbes Museum of Art, the Charleston Library Society, the Charleston
Orphan House, the Joseph Manigault House, Rice Hope Plantation, and Fenwick Hall, as
well as at a number of historic houses located in the oldest sections of Charleston. Both
Albert Simons and Samuel Lapham also hired DeCosta for a range of repairs on their
own homes.15
Although working primarily on historic buildings in Charleston’s historic district,
the H. A. DeCosta Company also constructed buildings across the region and on the
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nearby islands. In addition to building beach houses for others, Herbert DeCosta, Sr.
built a beach house for his family on nearby Sullivan’s Island. While the women and
children spent their summers at the beach house, Herbert DeCosta, Sr. worked on houses
across the harbor in downtown Charleston. Too young to work at the time, Herbert, Jr.
kept a close eye on his father’s business activities from a vantage point on the island. So
fascinated, he “watched…through binoculars as his dad worked on an old mansion on
East Bay Street.”16 This intense curiosity for the art of building and of restoration
developed into a passion that would encompass his entire life.

Herbert A. DeCosta, Jr.
Herbert DeCosta, Jr. always knew that he would follow in his father and
grandfather’s professional footsteps. When asked in a much later interview if he knew as
a child that he would become a contractor, DeCosta replied, “Well, that was the only
thing I ever thought.”17 He recalled, “I grew up playing on the lumber pile, and I went to
work with my father’s workmen when I was about twelve years old.”18 Eager to escape
the household chores expected of him by his mother, DeCosta showed up at his father’s
worksite one day and told the crew, “I’ve come to work! Check me in!”19 His first job of
the summer was at a little house on Duncan Street; this structure was the boy’s first
introduction to working with historic materials. Having the opportunity to work with and
to learn from his father, Herbert Jr. had the advantage of working on numerous historic
16
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structures in Charleston while still a teenager. This early introduction to historic
buildings encouraged his respect for these materials and the restoration of these
structures.

Formal and Informal Education
The DeCosta family highly valued education.
While receiving an informal education as a
carpenter’s helper with the family business, Herbert
DeCosta, Jr. received a formal education at the Avery
Institute, a prestigious school for African Americans
in Charleston. Founded in 1865 by the American
Missionary Association and with help of the city’s

Figure 2.3: Artist’s rendering of the
Avery Institute. Image courtesy of
http://avery.cofc.edu/about_avery.htm

antebellum free black elite, the Avery Institute was a private school that provided a firstrate, college-preparatory education for African Americans (figure 2.3). Until its
incorporation into the public school system in 1947, the Avery Institute groomed and
produced the leaders of Charleston’s black intelligentsia.
The Avery Institute provided a diverse, liberal arts curriculum for its students.
The school offered fundamental courses in French, Latin, English, the sciences, and
mathematics. In his interview with the Avery Research Center for African American
History and Culture (ARC), Herbert DeCosta spoke fondly of his former French and
Latin teacher who first introduced him to opera. His teacher, Mr. A. W. Hoursey,
encouraged his students to listen to the opera series broadcast by the Metropolitan on
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Saturday afternoons. This exercise instilled in DeCosta a lifetime love and appreciation
for opera that would eventually propel him to travel across the country and to Europe to
visit the best opera houses in the world.20
In addition to its liberal arts curriculum, the school offered vocational training and
special preparation for students interested in pursuing a career in education. Although
courses in the manual and domestic arts were no longer mandatory during Herbert
DeCosta’s years at Avery, he chose to take electives in carpentry. A desk that he
constructed as a student is now in the collection at the ARC.21 Herbert DeCosta’s liberal
arts education provided him with the educational base required of a successful
businessman, and his vocational training further reinforced his passion for the building
arts.
Following his graduation from Avery in
1940, DeCosta attended Iowa State University
where he received a degree in architectural
engineering in 1944 (figure 2.4). In an interview
with Charleston’s Post and Courier in 1998, he
described his decision to attend Iowa State: “Of
course, Clemson would have been the logical
place for me to go, but since it was segregated, as

20

Figure 2.4: A young Herbert DeCosta.
Undated. Photo courtesy of ARC, H. A.
DeCosta, Jr. Papers, Box 264.
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were all the colleges in the South then, I went to Iowa State College.”22 After graduating
from college, DeCosta sought work with several aircraft companies and was hired by the
federal government to work for the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics
(NACA), the predecessor of NASA, in Langley Field, Virginia. In his interview with the
Avery Research Center in 1995, DeCosta explained the racial discrimination he faced as
an African American in his job search. He stated that “the only company…that would
even consider talking to me was the federal government. All the others, the railroad, the
aircraft companies came to Iowa State to interview the students, but they never
interviewed me.”23 In spite of the discrimination he faced in choosing a college and
finding employment, DeCosta’s formal education in architecture and his time with
NACA provided him with technical design skills that bolstered his hands-on contracting
experience and supplied the foundation for a lifelong career.
Working for NACA during World War II, he designed the buildings that housed
aircraft personnel on the base, as well as research tunnel facilities used to simulate wind
and flying conditions to test new airplanes. While stationed in Virginia, Herbert
DeCosta, Jr. was introduced by his former roommate to a young lady named Emily
Spencer. A graduate of Michigan State University, Emily earned a degree in English
literature and taught at the teacher’s training school at Virginia State University. After a
courtship, Herbert and Emily were married in July 1946. The following March, the
young couple returned to Charleston so that Herbert, Jr. could join his father in business.
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Serving as the vice-president for the H. A. DeCosta Company, Herbert DeCosta, Jr.
became the third generation of DeCostas in construction in Charleston. Over the next
decade, the father and son organization continued to work on the city’s oldest and most
recognizable buildings.

Herbert DeCosta, Jr. and the H. A. DeCosta Company
In 1960, Herbert DeCosta, Sr. passed away at the age of sixty-six. Following his
death, a brief article in the local News & Courier described his character and ultimately
summarized his role as a contractor in Charleston:
A man respected throughout the community, H. A. DeCosta had a well
earned reputation for skill and integrity in the field of construction. He
undertook small jobs and big ones, putting the same honest workmanship
and good taste into everything that he did. His understanding and
appreciation of Charleston architecture were helpful in preserving the old
and embellishing the new.24
The article continued and described DeCosta as a “model citizen.” Showering more
accolades on the man and his business, the article reflected the racial attitudes of the time:
His success in business has been a noteworthy testimonial to harmonious
relations in Charleston, where race is no bar for a qualified contractor.
H. A. DeCosta’s name has been a guarantee of quality in building and
repairing houses that white and colored people alike have accepted
unhesitatingly…We are glad that he has brought along a son to carry on
his name and work.25

24
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Inheriting this tradition of excellence in construction and restoration, Herbert DeCosta, Jr.
continued to develop and increase his company’s repertoire while always following his
father’s motto that “there’s only one way to do a job – the right way.”26
Under the leadership of Herbert DeCosta, Jr., the
company expanded to include two departments that
focused on different aspects of building (figure 2.5). Led
by certified architect and native Charlestonian William
“Billy” Clement, one department concentrated on new
construction. Specializing in garden apartments, the H. A.
DeCosta Company built new structures locally as well as
in places like Columbia, Newberry, and Anderson, South
Carolina. While new construction projects were
completed across the state, the second department of the

Figure 2.5: Herbert A. DeCosta,
Jr. Undated photograph. Courtesy
of ARC, H. A. DeCosta, Jr.
Papers, Box 264.

H. A. DeCosta Company focused solely on the restoration
of historic houses. Led by Herbert and Jimmie Cobbs, a respected manager trained in
historic restoration, this segment of the company worked primarily in downtown
Charleston and became Herbert DeCosta’s life’s work. In an interview in 1977, DeCosta
stated that “turning a shambles into a showcase” was “one of the greatest satisfactions
you’ll ever have.”27 This ability to bring a house “back to life again” became Herbert
DeCosta’s and his company’s most enduring legacy.

26
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The H. A. DeCosta Company worked in conjunction with Historic Charleston
Foundation (HCF) on many restoration projects. In the late 1950s, HCF implemented an
innovative neighborhood rehabilitation project in the small Ansonborough neighborhood
in downtown Charleston. Operating with a belief that the value of the neighborhood was
found in the preservation of its old and historic structures, HCF sought to acquire, restore,
and sell houses in the neighborhood to preservation-minded investors. During the
approximate fifteen-year endeavor, the H. A. DeCosta Company became the preferred
contractor for Historic Charleston Foundation and for many of the private investors in
this neighborhood. From basic stabilization to comprehensive restorations, the company
worked extensively in the neighborhood from 1959 through the mid 1970s. This
partnership between HCF and Herbert DeCosta in the Ansonborough Rehabilitation
Project provided a physical manifestation of the preservation vision of the city of
Charleston.
DeCosta’s work in Ansonborough helped to propel his business, making him one
of the most successful contractors in the city. While his work in new construction was
more lucrative, his work in the restoration of historic properties provided a steady stream
of projects for him and his crews. In addition to its work for private owners all over the
Charleston area, the company served as the go-to contracting firm for four of the largest
landowners in downtown Charleston: the Historic Charleston Foundation, the
Preservation Society of Charleston, the College of Charleston, and the City of
Charleston.28
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DeCosta also worked outside the Charleston area on a number of projects in the
Southeast. Restoring a variety of structures that included churches, plantations, and
buildings on college campuses, the H. A. DeCosta Company restored structures in
Georgetown, Orangeburg, Columbia, and Edisto, South Carolina. His restorations of the
Herndon House, the antebellum home of a wealthy African American near Atlanta,
Georgia and of Chicora Wood Plantation near Georgetown, South Carolina stand out as
important examples of his regional work.
By the mid 1970s, DeCosta’s work received national attention for his extensive
restoration work in Charleston with features in the National Association of Home
Builders magazine Journal-Scope and in House and Garden Remodeling Guide. In 1979,
the H. A. DeCosta Company received additional high acclaim by its inclusion in Black
Enterprise magazine’s “Top 100 Black Businesses in the Nation.”

Social and Civic Involvement
In the 1960s, Herbert DeCosta utilized his status as a member of Charleston’s
black elite and his connections within the white community to propel the Civil Rights
Movement in the city. Following a violent protest in 1963 at the offices of the News &
Courier, Herbert DeCosta served on an interracial committee that was formed to work
with both sides of the growing conflict.29 As a member of this committee, Herbert
DeCosta hoped that the historically close proximity of whites and blacks in the city
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would prove beneficial in improving race relations.30 In a meeting that DeCosta
described as “like a party with everyone talking to each other,” the two sides resolved
some of the most basic issues of integration.31 Working with the local government and
business owners, the committee succeeded in tempering racial relations and provided
increased opportunities for African Americans.
Outside of his very active
business and civic life, Herbert
DeCosta maintained a vigorous social
schedule that included memberships in
fraternal organizations and
appointments to civic committees.
Husband to Emily and father to two
daughters, Herbert DeCosta, Jr. was an

Figure 2.6: Herbert, Emily, and their two daughters at
the family beach house on Sullivan’s Island. Photo
courtesy of Charleston Magazine, November 2004.

active member and vestryman of St.
Mark’s Episcopal Church and maintained membership in the exclusive Brown
Fellowship Society (figure 2.6). Herbert also served as a member of the board for
Spoleto Festival USA, an international arts festival in Charleston that was established as
the sister celebration to a festival held annually in Spoleto, Italy. Reflecting his
professional life, DeCosta served as a member of the National Association of Minority
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Contractors and on the City of Charleston’s Board of Architectural Review from 1980
through 1987.

Retirement and Recognition
In 1989, Herbert DeCosta sold his company to two of
his business associates who operated under the name DeCosta
Construction Company. For more than ten years after his
retirement, DeCosta continued to manage the H. A. DeCosta
Company as a consulting firm for restoration projects in the
region. In 1992, Herbert DeCosta was selected to serve as a
Trustee for the Historic Charleston Foundation. After working
as a contractor and consultant for the organization for decades,
DeCosta enjoyed the opportunity to share his expertise with

Figure 2.7: Herbert and
Emily DeCosta, 2004. Photo
courtesy of Charleston
Magazine, November 2004.

the group in a new way and continued to receive distinction in
Charleston and in the state for his restoration work (figure 2.7).
In 1998, Herbert DeCosta received the Governor’s Award for special achievement
from the Palmetto Trust for Historic Preservation, South Carolina’s state-wide partner
with the National Trust for Historic Preservation. A letter of recommendation for this
award described DeCosta: “few contractors or architects have a better knowledge of
detail and architectural ornamentation. Today, he enjoys a broad following and his skills
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continue to be widely recognized and
sought out.”32 In 2002, the Historic
Charleston Foundation paid tribute to him
and his work by awarding him with the
Frances R. Edmunds Award for Historic
Preservation, the Foundation’s highest
Figure 2.8: Herbert DeCosta and family at HCF
awards ceremony. DeCosta received the prestigious
Frances R. Edmunds Award for Historic
Preservation. Courtesy of HCF.

honor (figure 2.8). “Created to honor those
individuals who have made singularly
significant contributions to the cause of

historic preservation in Charleston and the Lowcountry,” the award was given to Herbert
DeCosta, Jr. because his “lifetime of work to preserve the integrity of the historic
buildings of Charleston” made him a “most appropriate recipient.”33
Herbert DeCosta passed away in 2008, leaving a legacy of construction and
restoration that is visible on virtually every historic street in Charleston. Described by
Historic Charleston Foundation as “a vital member of Charleston’s preservation
community,” DeCosta and his legacy of quality craftsmanship and of sound restoration
principles are an enduring piece of the city’s landscape.34
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CHAPTER THREE
Charleston in the 1960s and Urban Renewal

In the 1950s and 1960s, Charleston experienced changes and growth
unprecedented in its history. These changes encouraged the movement to revitalize the
city’s historic core and to preserve the city’s historic structures. In the midst of these
transformations, the H. A. DeCosta Company established itself as a major force in the
physical preservation of the city’s architectural heritage.
With the mayoral election of J. Palmer Gaillard in late 1959, the city began its
largest expansion strategy to date. Annexing large tracts of land in the area west of the
Ashley River, the City of Charleston more than tripled in size over the next ten years.
The inclusion of these areas within the city limits ultimately altered the demographics of
the voting population.1 In addition to the accumulation of more land mass and population
to the city, Charleston continued to grow economically during the 1960s. The already
active port continued to thrive as the South Carolina Port Authority acquired more
waterfront property to increase its berthing and storage facilities. Not only did the port
provide an economic boost through the imported and exported cargo, it also became a
major industry for civilian and military traffic. In addition, Interstate 26 (I-26)
terminated in Charleston and linked the city with the West, and new bridges were also
constructed to provide better routes into the city from the north and south. These
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advancements in transportation avenues made the city a more accessible destination and
further encouraged the development of tourism as a major industry.2
Tourists flocked to Charleston in the 1960s and 1970s to experience the charm of
the historic city. The architectural heritage of the city and its high concentration of
historic structures encouraged this influx of visitors to the city. By this time, Charleston
had already developed a tradition of preserving its historic resources in an attempt to save
these structures from demolition or neglect.
Founded in 1947, Historic Charleston Foundation
(HCF) became a major force in the preservation and
promotion of Charleston throughout the 1950s and 1960s
(figure 3.1). Operating with a philosophy of “practical
preservation of a living city,” the organization fought to
save “historic structures by discovering viable modern
purposes for them.”3 The foundation desired to preserve
the city not as a museum, but rather as a living,
breathing, and working environment. By 1957, the

Figure 3.1: Historic Charleston
Foundation logo. Courtesy of HCF,
Ansonborough Box,
“Ansonborough: An Historic
Residential Area in Old
Charleston.”

Foundation, led by its executive director Frances
Edmunds, began to take a more proactive approach to preservation with the establishment
of a revolving fund to be used to purchase, renovate, and resell historic properties.
Focusing its attention on one entire depressed neighborhood outside the boundaries of the
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established Old and Historic District, HCF became a
national leader in neighborhood revitalization through
their innovative Ansonborough Rehabilitation Project.
The work of the H. A. DeCosta Company in this project
serves as a major defining feature in Herbert DeCosta’s
remarkable career as a restoration contractor.

History of Ansonborough

Figure 3.2: Map of downtown
Charleston illustrating the location of
the Ansonborough neighborhood.
Courtesy of HCF, Ansonborough
Box, “Ansonborough: An Historic
Residential Area in Old Charleston.”

The neighborhood known as Ansonborough was formed as the earliest suburb of
the city of Charles Town in the early eighteenth century.4 Located to the north of a small
creek near current Market Street, the
land for this neighborhood was acquired
by its namesake Captain George Anson
in 1726. Containing sixty-four acres, the
tract was platted in 1746 with its initial
streets named George and Anson, for its
proprietor, and Squirrel, Centurion, and
Scarborough, for three of the sea
captain’s ships (figure 3.3).5 The inner

Figure 3.3: Bird’s Eye View of the City of Charleston,
South Carolina, 1872. Ansonborough is outlined in
black. Drawn and published by C. Drie, altered by
author.

streets included homes for merchants,
4
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5
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tradesmen, and planters, as well as free blacks and slaves, while the boundaries of the
neighborhood teemed with dry goods stores, confectionaries, and grocers.
Disaster struck Ansonborough in 1838 when a fire spread through the
neighborhood and decimated many of its structures. After the fire, the state of South
Carolina offered loans to rebuild, and a stipulation that required the use of brick as the
primary building material helped to ensure that the neighborhood would be as fireproof
as possible. In addition, the city passed an ordinance to encourage the use of brick
instead of wood as a building material. Because very few structures survived the
devastating fire of 1838, the majority of structures in Ansonborough date to the late
1830s and early 1840s and are brick buildings with elements of the Greek Revival style
that was popular at the time. Apparent by the inclusion of two German churches in the
small area, a concentration of German immigrants occupied the neighborhood throughout
the nineteenth century.6
By the early twentieth century, the neighborhood experienced a steady decline in
wealth and status. By the 1940s, many of its large, antebellum homes were subdivided
into rental units, and structures throughout the neighborhood began to deteriorate beyond
recognition (figures 3.4 through 3.7). The condition of the area encouraged HCF to
consider it as the location for its landmark neighborhood rehabilitation program. As
stated in Historic Preservation for a Living City, “To the foundation, it [Ansonborough]
appeared to be an area in decline, a place ‘where tenements and slums were beginning to

6

Jonathan Posten, The Buildings of Charleston (Columbia, SC: University of South Carolina Press, 1997),
412.
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predominate.’”7 In addition, its high concentration of historic architecture, its proximity
to shopping and commercial districts, and the variety of house sizes within its boundaries
made Ansonborough the ideal location for this preservation plan. By focusing efforts on
the revitalization of the entire neighborhood, HCF hoped to address the issue of urban
blight in an innovative way.

Figure 3.4: 76 Anson Street. This house was razed
in 1966. Courtesy of HCF Photograph Collection.

Figure 3.5: 12 Wentworth Street during early
stages of stabilization. Courtesy of ARC, H. A.
DeCosta, Jr. Papers, Box 156.

Figure 3.6: Interior of 311 East Bay Street before
restoration. Courtesy of HCF Photograph
Collection.

Figure 3.7: Interior of bathroom 72 Anson Street
before restoration. Courtesy of HCF Photograph
Collection.

7

Weyeneth, Historic Preservation for a Living City, 59.
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To achieve their goals of “practical contemporary use rather than destruction and
replacement” of the city’s historic architecture, HCF established the nation’s first
revolving fund to finance this area rehabilitation.8 A promotional piece printed by HCF
in 1967 stated the purpose of this innovative technique:
The fund is called a “revolving” one because the properties purchased and
restored by the Foundation are all either resold or rented, and part of the
original outlays are recovered to be used again and again on other
properties in Ansonborough, or, eventually, in other areas of
predominantly early architecture.9
The Foundation expected that some of the properties purchased using the revolving fund
would be sold at a loss to the organization. To illustrate its basic objective, the
Foundation accepted the responsibility “to take the financial burden of ‘showing the way’
to practical modern use of fine old buildings before it is too late.”10 The implementation
of a revolving fund in the Ansonborough Rehabilitation Project encouraged private
investment in the neighborhood and helped to ensure the overall success of this early
neighborhood revitalization effort.
As the concept of slum clearance and urban renewal became a part of city agendas
across the country, Charleston integrated this national goal with its own objective to
preserve its architectural heritage. Through the Foundation, the city was able to preserve
historic structures through their rehabilitation for modern use. Using their revolving fund
to purchase houses, the Foundation planned to perform basic exterior restorations to the
properties and to stabilize structures for further rehabilitation. Interior renovations were

8

“Ansonborough: An Historic Residential Area in Old Charleston,” Historic Charleston Foundation, 1967.
Ibid.
10
Ibid.
9
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reserved primarily for preservation-minded investors in the neighborhood; however, the
Foundation occasionally participated in extensive restorations, as well. Investors were
encouraged to purchase from private owners or from HCF. When the Foundation sold
one of its buildings, they attached protective covenants to the deeds that required the
approval of the organization before the owner performed alterations to the property.11
Led by its determined executive director Frances Edmunds, Historic Charleston
Foundation developed a vision for the neighborhood. Most structures within the area
were to be renovated as single family residences; however, large properties were
remodeled to include apartments to provide an additional stream of revenue for the
Foundation’s revolving fund. In an effort to develop the most aesthetically pleasing
neighborhood possible, unsightly structures and those of little historic value were razed to
provide for larger lots, gardens, and open spaces.12 The Foundation sought to create a
neighborhood that appealed to both the historic architectural heritage of the area and to
the modern sensibilities of its target market.
HCF made successful use of local media outlets to promote this project. The
News and Courier frequently focused its weekly “Do You Know Your Charleston?”
article on recent restorations in Ansonborough, and the local Evening Post ran similar
pieces that endorsed the project. HCF also placed charming advertisements for houses
for sale in these publications (figure 3.8). In addition, the Foundation organized regular
open houses and walking tours through the neighborhood to showcase recent restorations
11

For an extended discussion of the Ansonborough Rehabilitation Project, see Chapter 4 “Ansonborough:
Revolving Funds and Area Rehabilitation” in Robert Weyeneth’s history of Historic Charleston
Foundation, Historic Preservation for a Living City: Historic Charleston Foundation 1947-1997
(Columbia, SC: University of South Carolina Press, 2000).
12
Weyeneth, Historic Preservation for a Living City, 56.
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and to display the progress of the area to potential investors (figure 3.9). All of these
efforts combined to encourage interest and investment in this early neighborhood
revitalization program.

Figure 3.8: Advertisement for Ansonborough
properties for sale. Printed in the News and
Courier, undated. Courtesy of HCF,
Ansonborough Box.

Figure 3.9: Program for walking tour through Ansonborough from promotional piece
“Welcome to Ansonborough: Area Rehabilitation Project of Historic Charleston
Foundation.” Courtesy of HCF, Ansonborough Box.
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Slum Clearance and the Municipal Auditorium
The preservation of Ansonborough was
juxtaposed by the complete eradication of an
adjacent neighborhood directly north of its
boundaries. In 1964, the city proposed the
demolition of an area formerly known as
Middlesex, a three block area that extended north
from Laurens Street to Calhoun Street and bounded

Figure 3.10: Bird’s Eye View of the City
of Charleston, South Carolina, 1872.
Middlesex is outlined in black. Drawn and
published by C. Drie, altered by author.

by Anson Street to the west and East Bay Street to
the east (figure 3.10). The purpose of its destruction was to make way for a city
auditorium and cultural center. In the name of urban renewal, one neighborhood was
actively preserved while another was aggressively destroyed.
The architecture and demographics of the Middlesex area differed from that of
Ansonborough. While Ansonborough boasted a high concentration of historic, brick
structures, the Middlesex area was crowded with frame dwellings that had evolved into
tenement housing for a predominantly African American population (figure 3.11). Many
of the buildings were structurally unsound, and these “Negro slums” made many
Charlestonians fear that the spread of urban blight was imminent.13 Elimination of this
neighborhood would not only provide space for the new, municipal auditorium, it would
also provide a buffer zone between the fledgling rehabilitation project in Ansonborough
and the almost exclusively African American neighborhood and slum of the upper East

13

Weyeneth, Historic Preservation for a Living City, 64n31.
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Side above Calhoun Street. In a
statement in the local newspaper,
Ben Scott Whaley, president of
Historic Charleston Foundation,
said that the “eradication of urban
blight in the heart of our
community…would greatly
improve the setting of the six
blocks of significant period
architecture in which we are
working, and help us toward our
goal of giving Charleston in-city
residential areas which are also

Figure 3.11: Middlesex neighborhood. Sanborn Fire Insurance
Map No. 46, 1902-Apr. 1944. Courtesy of Charleston County
Public Library.

tourist attractions of great value”
(figures 3.12 through 3.14).14

Figure 3.12: Demolition of Middlesex neighborhood.
Courtesy of HCF Photograph Collection.

14

Weyeneth, Historic Preservation for a Living City, 65n36.
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Figure 3.13: Demolition zone for site of future municipal auditorium. Looking
south and east. Calhoun Street stretches from left to right across the picture;
Ansonborough is the neighborhood in the top middle and right. Courtesy of
HCF Photograph Collection.

Figure 3.14: Demolition zone for site of future municipal auditorium. Looking
north. Courtesy of HCF Photograph Collection.
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Although dozens of houses were demolished as part of the project, few structures
were spared from the destruction. Working closely with the mayor and other city
officials, HCF surveyed the neighborhood and to choose structures with exceptional
architectural merit to be saved from demolition. These buildings were to be moved from
the auditorium site by HCF and to appropriate locations within Ansonborough (figure
3.15). Ultimately, four structures – 15 Wall Street, 86 Anson, 114 Anson, and 116 Anson
– were saved and removed from the auditorium site (figures 3.16 and 3.17). Because of
the higher cost and labor required to move brick buildings, all of the buildings chosen,
except the house at 86 Anson Street, were wooden structures. In addition, these
structures were constructed in the early nineteenth century and were, thus, slightly older
than many existing structures in Ansonborough. Following the removal of incongruous
structures in the rehabilitation area, all four found new homes on razed lots in the
Ansonborough district. The consolidation of the best structures from the two
neighborhoods into one area reflected how the early preservation movement’s goals of
saving architectural fabric it defined as distinguished and worthy of preservation ignored
existing social patterns.
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Figure 3.15: Map indicating the houses saved from demolition by HCF in the auditorium complex. The
checked lots illustrate the original locations in Middlesex, and the solid lots illustrate the final
destinations of the structures within Ansonborough:
Yellow: 15 Wall Street to 74 Anson Street
Red: 114 Anson Street moved to 61 Laurens Street
Purple: 116 Anson Street moved to 39 Laurens Street
Blue: 86 Anson Street moved to 82 Anson Street
Map drawn by author.
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Figure 3.16: 114 Anson Street en route to its new site at 61 Laurens Street.
Courtesy of HCF Photograph Collection.

Figure 3.17: 15 Wall Street en route to its new site at 74 Anson Street.
Courtesy of HCF Photograph Collection.
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In spite of the displacement of approximately seven hundred people, the clearing
of the Auditorium site helped guarantee the success of the Ansonborough Rehabilitation
Project. In the article “Ansonborough: An Undeniable Success,” a local journalist
expressed the positive impact that the auditorium complex had on the Ansonborough
project:
The clearing of the large area on the northern limits of Ansonborough for
the construction of the Municipal Auditorium gave the rehabilitation
project a great boost by removing many of the city’s worst slums and
adding a valuable facility within short walking distance to the
Ansonborough residents.15
By the mid-1970s, the success of the project was widely recognized.
Approximately 100 of the 138 historic structures in the neighborhood had been restored
or improved in the fifteen years of the initiative, and these improvements stabilized the
neighborhood. A 1966 assessment of the economic impact of the project indicated that
the foundation’s initial investment of $100,000 from its revolving fund had stimulated
between $1.6 and $2 million in sales and restorations.16 In addition, the neighborhood
rehabilitation effort received national recognition in a variety of articles in newspapers in
magazines. An article in Time magazine in September 1967 explains the impact that this
landmark program had on other cities that “share its desire to stay committed to the past
without sacrificing the future.”17 Savannah, Georgia, Richmond, Virginia, Mobile,
Alabama, and Wilmington, North Carolina are all cited as having organized similar
foundations with similar goals and projects as HCF. The 1966 publication of With

15

W. H. J. Thomas, “Ansonborough: An Undeniable Success,” The News and Courier, March 19, 1972.
Weyeneth, Historic Preservation for Living City, 68.
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Heritage So Rich, a government report that led to the passage of the National Historic
Preservation Act, highlighted Historic Charleston Foundation for their innovative
approach to historic preservation. The first successful neighborhood rehabilitation
program in the country made Charleston a focal point in the growing national
preservation movement.
Herbert DeCosta, Jr. played an integral role in the rehabilitation of the
Ansonborough neighborhood. His experience in restoration helped to make the H. A.
DeCosta Company the preferred contractor for Historic Charleston Foundation and for
numerous private owners. Performing everything from basic stabilization to complete
interior and exterior restorations, DeCosta worked on every level of the physical
rehabilitation in Ansonborough. Possessing a natural appreciation of Charleston’s
historic architecture, his work in Ansonborough honed his skills in building and material
restoration.
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CHAPTER FOUR
Herbert DeCosta & the Ansonborough Rehabilitation Project

From 1959 through the mid-1970s, Herbert DeCosta worked on numerous houses
in conjunction with the Ansonborough Rehabilitation Project, and his skill as a contractor
can be seen on every street. The eight block area classified as Ansonborough in the
1960s encompassed a total of 138 historic structures, and by 1972 more than 100 of these
properties had been restored.1 In a report created in December of that same year, the staff
and trustees of Historic Charleston Foundation developed a comprehensive list they
entitled “Houses Purchased and Restored or Caused to be Restored by Historic
Charleston Foundation.”2 This list contained the addresses of fifty-two structures for
which HCF claimed responsibility for successful rehabilitation. Of these fifty-two
buildings, Herbert DeCosta and his company provided some level of restoration work on
twenty-seven structures. In addition, DeCosta was involved in the restoration of eleven
other properties for private investors in the neighborhood. The restoration work
accomplished by Herbert DeCosta and the H. A. DeCosta Company accounted for more
than 30% of all of the structures restored by HCF and through private investment in the
fifteen-year neighborhood rehabilitation initiative (figure 4.1).

1

W. H. J. Thomas, “Ansonborough: An Undeniable Success: 100 Plus Properties Have Been Restored,”
The News & Courier, Charleston, SC, March 19, 1972.
2
“Houses Purchased and Restored or Caused To Be Restored by Historic Charleston Foundation,”
December 1, 1972, HCF, Ansonborough box.
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Figure 4.1: Map of Ansonborough as it is divided into lots today. The lots shaded in green indicate
properties on which Herbert DeCosta performed some level of restoration work during the Ansonborough
Rehabilitation Project. Map drawn by author.
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Early Projects
Herbert DeCosta’s involvement in the
Ansonborough Rehabilitation Project started with
his restoration of the first structure acquired by
Historic Charleston Foundation. In December
1958, Mrs. Elizabeth Prioleau Gadsden Woodward
donated the Gadsden House, a large brick single
house at 329 East Bay Street, to the Foundation
(figure 4.2). Included with this donation were funds

Figure 4.2: 329 East Bay Street indicated
in pink. Map drawn by author.

for both the exterior restoration and the interior
conversion of the building and its auxiliary
kitchen building into modern apartments
(figures 4.3 and 4.4). Managed and
maintained by HCF, the apartments were
intended to produce revenue for the
revolving fund in an effort to provide more
capital to buy additional structures in the
neighborhood. Encouraged by local
architectural leader Albert Simons, Executive
Director Frances Edmunds hired local
architect David LeRoy Parrott to serve as the

4.3: 329 East Bay Street, east façade, before
restoration. Courtesy of HCF Photograph
Collection.

consulting firm for the restoration, and the
46

Foundation gave seven local contracting
firms the opportunity to place a bid for
the restoration work. With the lowest
base bid, the H. A. DeCosta Company
was chosen from these firms as the
contractor to carry out the physical
renovations.3
Working with the architectural
firm for the first round of renovations,

Figure 4.4: 329 East Bay Street, west façade with
outbuildings, before restoration. Courtesy HCF
Photograph Collection.

Herbert DeCosta provided the labor for
the initial restoration of the Gadsden
House. The quality of his work
reinforced his reputation as a restoration
contractor, and he was hired repeatedly
to work for the Foundation and in
Ansonborough during the rehabilitation
project (figures 4.4 and 4.6). At the
Gadsden House alone, the Foundation

Figure 4.5: 329 East Bay Street, east façade. After
restoration. Courtesy HCF Photograph Collection.

hired his company in 1968 and in 1971

3

“Bidders,” Undated, HCF, Property Files, Box 40, 329 East Bay folder.
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to carry out routine repairs and
maintenance.4 This early job with the
Foundation and in this larger project
translated into a decade of work for
Herbert DeCosta.
Herbert DeCosta’s connection
with the Ansonborough Rehabilitation
Project continued with the first properties

Figure 4.6: 329 East Bay Street, restored kitchen
building during construction, 1959. Courtesy of HCF
Photograph Collection.

purchased and sold by the Foundation to a private investor. In 1959, Historic Charleston
Foundation made its first eight purchases in the Ansonborough neighborhood. Using
their newly established revolving fund, HCF purchased the houses at 63, 64, 68, 71, and
72 Anson Street and at 40, 42, and 44 Society Street. None of the structures had been on
the market at the time of purchase; however, the ever-persistent Frances Edmunds
convinced property owners to sell these dilapidated houses in hopes of achieving the
Foundation’s goal of neighborhood revitalization.5 Of these eight structures, both 64 and
68 Anson Street were slated for demolition by the Foundation because they were
considered to be unsuitable for renovation. Additionally, the removal of these properties
provided spacious lots and garden space for their more architecturally impressive
neighbors. Of the other six remaining structures in this early round of purchases, Herbert
DeCosta was hired to provide some level of restoration work on the four buildings at 71
4

H. A. DeCosta to Mrs. S. Henry Edmunds, 1968 and 1971, ARC, H. A. DeCosta, Jr. Papers, Box 59, 329
East Bay Street folder.
5
Robert Weyeneth, Historic Preservation for a Living City: Historic Charleston Foundation 1947-1997
(Columbia, SC: University of South Carolina Press, 2000), 60.
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and 72 Anson Street and 40 and 42 Society Street. Working for the Foundation or for
those who purchased the properties from the Foundation, DeCosta provided a variety of
services at different phases of the restoration process on these buildings.
Historic Charleston Foundation sold its first
property to one of its own. Peter Manigault, the
chairman of the rehabilitation project, purchased
the large brick dwelling at 71 Anson Street in 1959
(figure 4.7). His investment in the neighborhood
demonstrated the faith that the Foundation and its
trustees had in this rehabilitation project. Shortly
after his purchase, Manigault hired Herbert

Figure 4.7: 71 Anson Street indicated in
pink. Map drawn by author.

DeCosta to complete necessary updates and interior
maintenance to the structure (figure
4.8). The majority of his work fell into
the category of general maintenance and
ranged from the installation of new
electrical wiring and repairs to the
plaster and roof to the installation of a
garbage disposal and “breaking holes in Figure 4.8: 71 Anson Street. Courtesy of HCF
Photograph Collection.

6

concrete for flowers.” Working for the

6

H. A. DeCosta, Jr. to Peter Manigault, November 1, 1962, ARC, H. A. DeCosta Jr, Papers, Box 36, 71
Anson Street folder. The dates of the invoices and estimates range from 1959 through 1966.
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Manigaults for years, DeCosta revitalized this property that served as an example of a
successful and proper investment in the project.7
Working for both Historic Charleston Foundation and for private investors,
DeCosta and his company provided a wide range of restoration services in the
neighborhood. By the end of the 1960s, the H. A. DeCosta Company was actively
restoring structures on every street in the eight-block area.

Scope of Work
Under the direction of Herbert DeCosta, the H. A. DeCosta Company developed a
wide and varied scope of work in the Ansonborough Rehabilitation Project. Providing
services that ranged from the most basic structural repairs to the most elaborate and
comprehensive restorations, DeCosta and his company worked on more than half of the
properties purchased by Historic Charleston Foundation. In addition, DeCosta performed
restoration work for private owners in the neighborhood. Working for both local and outof-town investors in the neighborhood, DeCosta proved his skills and talents in
restoration.
Through extensive research and analysis of estimates and invoices prepared by
Herbert DeCosta for projects in Ansonborough, I divided his restoration work in this
rehabilitation project into four main categories: basic stabilization and maintenance,
exterior restoration, interior renovation, and comprehensive restoration. For some
properties, DeCosta provided only one of the four types of restoration, while in other
7

The Manigaults sold the house at 71 Anson Street in 1973 to Cynthia Coker for $97,000. HCF, Property
Files, Box 4, 71 Anson Street folder.
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cases, he worked through each type from the earliest stages of restoration through its
completion. The remainder of this thesis explores these different categories of work
performed by the H. A. DeCosta Company through the examination of specific
properties. Appendix B (pages 121-158) provides a comprehensive list and photographic
survey of the properties that were studied as part of this thesis. 8

Basic Stabilization and Maintenance
From the outset of the rehabilitation project, Historic Charleston Foundation
purchased structures in Ansonborough that were in derelict condition and required
immediate and basic stabilization. Working for HCF, Herbert DeCosta made structural
repairs to many structures to prevent them from further decay. Repairs to brickwork,
roofs, and windows were commonly completed by Herbert DeCosta in the first phases of
restoration of historic properties. Once the buildings were structurally sound, HCF often
listed the properties for sale in hopes that a preservation-minded investor would purchase
and restore them.
In addition to structural repairs, Herbert DeCosta also performed a variety of
other basic repairs to buildings purchased by HCF in an effort to make the structures
more appealing to private investors. Frequently, existing additions and porches that were
not original or aesthetically-pleasing were removed from houses to improve their
appearance. DeCosta was often responsible for this kind of exterior demolition in
Ansonborough.
8

Appendix C (pages 159-166) contains a listing of the information available at both the Avery Research
Center and Historic Charleston Foundation for each property researched.
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Although the majority of work included in this category of restoration focuses on
the stabilization of structures, minor interior renovations are also considered. Previous
owners divided houses into apartments, and Herbert DeCosta provided essential
alterations to return these tenement structures back into single-family dwellings. In many
cases, DeCosta removed partition walls to achieve this transition. This type of restoration
is discussed as part of the basic stabilization category.
Case studies of the work completed by the H. A. DeCosta Company on structures
located at 40 Society Street, 8 George Street, and 13 Wentworth Street provide insight
into this category of restoration.
40 Society Street
In 1959, Historic Charleston Foundation
purchased the house at 40 Society Street as one of
seven structures initially purchased using the
revolving fund (figure 4.9). By March 1962, five of
these seven properties had been sold; however, the
single house at 40 Society Street remained on the
market.9 In April of the same year, Herbert
DeCosta performed an assessment on the structural
integrity of the house. In a letter to Frances

9
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Figure 4.9: 40 Society Street indicated in
pink. Map drawn by author.

Edmunds, he provided his recommendations for the stabilization of the building. This
letter provides insight into the general condition of houses in the Ansonborough area, as
well as into the range of knowledge and expertise possessed by DeCosta (figure 4.10).
The assessment by DeCosta involved an examination of the foundation wall and
floor joists of the main house at 40 Society Street. He noted the following conditions:
The north end of the east brick wall has a bad “bulge” from the ground
line up and the joists in the northeast corner of the Dining Room have
dropped about 10”. There are also several joists that are rotten.10
DeCosta’s recommendations included extensive work to the floor joists on both the first
and second floors:
…we will have to needle and shore the brick
wall under the second floor joists line,
remove the section of wall that has bulged
and rebuild it. The first floor joists that
have dropped will have to be jacked up level
and the rotten joists replaced with old heart
pine material or pressure treated creosote.
As a result of this operation, the new brick
wall will have to be stuccoed on the exterior
and furred and plastered on the interior. A
section of the plaster cornice will also have
to be replaced.11
DeCosta’s proposal to replace the rotten
joists with “old heart pine material” illustrated his
respect for historic materials. However, his

Figure 4.10: 40 Society Street, before
restoration. Courtesy of HCF Photo
Collection.

willingness to substitute the modern pressure-treated creosote in place of the historic
material may be an indication of his practicality and awareness of cost or availability of
10

H. A. DeCosta, Jr. to Mrs. S. Henry Edmunds, April 16, 1962, HCF, Property Files, Box Old 61, 40
Society Street folder.
11
Ibid.
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historic materials. Likewise, DeCosta’s use of historic plaster on the interior
improvements in place of the more modern and less expensive sheetrock demonstrated
his dedication to the restoration of buildings using traditional methods.
8 George Street
Although late in the timeline of the
Ansonborough Rehabilitation Project, the work
completed by Herbert DeCosta for the Historic
Charleston Foundation at 8 George Street
exemplified the basic goals that the Foundation set
forth in the early days of the movement. Using the
revolving fund to secure title to the property, HCF
Figure 4.11: 8 George Street indicated in
pink. Map drawn by author.

hired DeCosta to perform minor repairs to the
building before being sold to a private owner for
the complete restoration (figure 4.11).
Constructed before 1791, this two
and one-half story frame dwelling
illustrates the grace and symmetry
indicative of the late Georgian period.
Directly facing the street, the double
house is configured with a central hall
plan with a symmetrical façade. In the

late nineteenth century, elaborate porches Figure 4.12: 8 George Street, before restoration.
Courtesy of HCF Photo Collection.
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with turned balusters and other Victorian details
were added to the front of the building that
ultimately obscured the original façade (figure
4.12). Threatened with demolition in 1971,
Historic Charleston Foundation purchased the
house from developers because of its age and
architectural merit. The Foundation quickly hired
Herbert DeCosta to make necessary repairs and
changes to the structure in an effort to present the
building in a more historic fashion and to make the
structure more marketable.
DeCosta’s work on this structure primarily

Figure 4.13: Sketch with detailed notes of
8 George Street. Courtesy ARC, H. A.
DeCosta, Jr. Papers, Box 62

included cosmetic alterations with the
intention of returning the façade to its
original appearance and of securing the
property until sold to a private party (figure
4.13). Because the Victorian front porches
were deemed unsuitable to the style of the
late eighteenth-century structure, DeCosta
dismantled and removed them to reveal the
original beaded weatherboard and subtle

Figure 4.14: 8 George Street after stabilization and
before restoration. Courtesy ARC, H. A. DeCosta,
Jr. Papers, Box 62

Georgian details of the house. Using
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matching materials, he closed “areas on [the] front of house with weatherboarding where
porches were removed,” and he constructed an appropriate cornice across the front of the
house.12 Once the front of the house was exposed, DeCosta restored the front steps
leading to the entrance and repaired brick work in the basement. Other repairs focused
on the roof and the exterior siding and the removal of the rear porch (figure 4.14).
This work gave the structure a much-needed facelift in hopes to entice a potential
buyer. In addition, DeCosta supervised the clearing of the basement and interior and
installed plywood over the windows in an effort to seal the structure until more extensive
renovations were completed. All efforts proved successful; the structure sold in 1973.
13 Wentworth Street
In 1969, HCF purchased the house at 13
Wentworth Street with the intention of making
basic renovations that would both protect the
historic fabric of the building and encourage its
purchase by a private investor (figure 4.15).
Because the building was sold by HCF a mere six
months after their purchase of the property,
Figure 4.15: 13 Wentworth Street

research was unable to determine the extent of work indicated in pink. Map drawn by author.
completed by DeCosta. However, the estimates he
provided for the Foundation illustrate the basic alterations and repairs performed in order
to prepare the building for a more complete restoration after private purchase.
12

H. A. DeCosta Company to Historic Charleston Foundation, June 20, 1972, ARC, H. A. DeCosta, Jr.
Papers, Box 62, 8 George Street folder.
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The westernmost in a line
of attached brick tenements, 13
Wentworth was constructed in the
early 1840s by Edward Winslow
(figure 4.16). Using a loan
received to rebuild after the fire of
1838, Winslow built seven row
houses with a typical side hall plan

Figure 4.16: 13 Wentworth Street, far right. Courtesy of HCF
Photograph Collection.

and laid out an alley at the rear of
the site.13 When purchased by HCF in 1969, the tenement at 13 Wentworth had been
subdivided further to accommodate apartment units.14 Improvements made to the
structure restored the building to its original function as a single family residence.
Herbert DeCosta provided an estimate in July 1969 for both exterior and interior
alterations that returned the building to a more historically accurate appearance and
configuration.15 On the exterior, DeCosta proposed to remove a portion of the porch that
had been altered to include an overhanging room. Once removed, additional work was
required to restore the porch to its original condition. Studs and siding were replaced and
necessary columns and porch rails were installed where the portion of the room had been
removed. Finally, the estimate called for the extension of the porch floor, the cornice at
13

Jonathan Posten, Buildings of Charleston (Columbia, SC: University of South Carolina Press, 1997),
471.
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15
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156, 13 Wentworth Street folder. A duplicate of the estimate is also available at HCF, Property Files, Box
Old 71, 13 Wentworth Street folder.
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the second floor, and the roof cornice of the porch to fill in the voids left by the removal
of the room.
The estimate also included the replacement of the current two-over-two window
sashes with six-over-six alternatives. Common in the early to mid-eighteenth century, the
six-light, double-sash windows provided a more historic representation of the window
patterns available at the time of the building’s construction. These adjustments to the
building’s façade supplied the structure with a more accurate depiction of its original
appearance.
In addition to recommendations for the exterior of the building, DeCosta also
included suggestions for minimal alterations and repairs required to restore the interior of
the building to a single family residence. Listed as “temporary” in the estimates, these
repairs included the removal of a partition in the entrance hall and the installation of stair
stringers and treads to the staircase. DeCosta made specific note that the new stringers
and treads were to match the original and existing stair pieces as closely as possible.
Although considered temporary, these changes exhibit DeCosta’s preservation values.16
While the stabilization of structures was the first and most basic restoration
treatment utilized in Ansonborough, most properties received further rehabilitation
attention. The next category of renovation involved the more complete exterior
restoration of these historic structures. The following section of this chapter examines

16

While the estimates indicate the entire scope of work discussed, the invoices on file at both the Avery
Research Center and Historic Charleston Foundation only include payment for the installation of a new
window sash at 13 Wentworth Street in December 1969.
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these more thorough restorations and the role that Herbert DeCosta and the H. A.
DeCosta Company played in this phase of the Ansonborough Rehabilitation Project.

Exterior Restoration
The second category of Herbert DeCosta’s restoration work in Ansonborough
encompassed complete exterior restorations. Taking basic stabilization a step further,
DeCosta restored a number of structures to their original appearance and provided
necessary alterations to make them more attractive to investors. Often included in these
larger restoration projects was the reconstruction of missing elements of buildings. In
many cases, Herbert DeCosta designed historically appropriate entryways, steps, and
porches in place of lost or unsuitable features. This added element of design and the
follow-through to the completion of exterior restoration differentiated many of DeCosta’s
endeavors from the less complex stabilization projects. This section investigates his
work at 34 Anson Street, 53 Anson Street and 30 Wentworth Street, and 321 East Bay
Street.
34 Anson Street
Constructed circa 1848, this two-story brick single house was purchased by
Historic Charleston Foundation in 1965, and they quickly sought to restore the exterior of
the house to encourage its purchase by an outside investor (figure 4.17). By the time of
HCF’s purchase of the property, the H. A. DeCosta Company was established as their goto contracting firm for restoration work in Ansonborough. In an estimate dated January
15, 1966, Herbert DeCosta set forth his plans for the exterior restoration of the property.
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As with many of his projects in
Ansonborough, DeCosta’s initial plans for the
restoration of 34 Anson Street focused on the
demolition of non-period features that had been
added onto the house. DeCosta removed wooden
additions that had been tacked onto the rear of the
structure and sections of the porches that had been
previously enclosed. Once stripped down to their
original design, the porches were repaired where

Figure 4.17: 34 Anson Street indicated in
pink. Map drawn by author.

possible and restored in areas that had disintegrated beyond repair. As indicated on the
final bill to HCF, DeCosta also enlarged and painted the porch.17 By restoring the
porches, DeCosta created a more historically appropriate and aesthetically pleasing
appearance.
In addition to his work on the porches, DeCosta also performed necessary repairs
to the windows, roof, and brickwork to stabilize and restore the structure. His crew
installed new windows mimicking historic sash configurations on the front and south side
of the house and hung paneled shutters on the front of the structure. DeCosta estimated
for the installation of new tin roofing over the porch and old masonry wing at the rear of
the lot, and he proposed to “repair or furnish gutters where necessary.”18 Minor pointing

17

H. A. DeCosta, Jr. to Mrs. S. Henry Edmunds, August 1, 1966, ARC, H. A. DeCosta, Jr. Papers, Box 36,
34 Anson Street folder.
18
H. A. DeCosta, Jr. to Mrs. S. Henry Edmunds, January 15, 1966 ARC, H. A. DeCosta, Jr. Papers, Box
36, 34 Anson Street folder.
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and repairs to the front brickwork, along with
basic painting and stucco work, rounded out
the basic restoration efforts as completed to
the exterior of the structure.19
The most interesting feature of
DeCosta’s restoration of 34 Anson Street was
the reconstruction of the front entrance and
the design of a new entry way from the street
onto the porch (figure 4.18). Drawing
heavily on the existing door frame, DeCosta
sketched and designed the entryway in
variations of two basic designs in order to

Figure 4.18: 34 Anson Street, before renovation.
Note the original door and door surround.
Courtesy of ARC, H. A. DeCosta, Jr. Papers, Box
36.

produce the most appropriate doorway for the size, scale, and style of the house (figure
4.19). Utilizing the former hood and consoles from the existing door frame, DeCosta
restored and reconstructed the basic elements of the entry making only minor changes to
the surrounding frame. The installation of a new front door and transom provided the
final touches to the reconstructed doorway and to a more proper entrance to the restored
structure (figure 4.20). DeCosta’s work on 34 Anson Street illustrated the basic exterior
renovations performed in the early stages of the rehabilitations of properties in the
Ansonborough neighborhood.

19

Ibid and H. A. DeCosta, Jr. to Mrs. S. Henry Edmunds, August 1, 1966 ARC, H. A. DeCosta, Jr. Papers,
Box 36, 34 Anson Street folder.
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Figure 4.19: Sketches illustrating the variations of door designs proposed by Herbert DeCosta for 34
Anson Street. Courtesy ARC, H. A. DeCosta, Jr. Papers, Box 36.

Figure 4.20: 34 Anson Street. Door and west façade after restoration. Courtesy ARC,
H. A. DeCosta, Jr. Papers, Box 36.
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53 Anson Street & 30 Wentworth Street
Occupying the corner of Anson Street and
Wentworth Street, the attached houses at 53 Anson
and 30 Wentworth received a complete exterior
renovation by HCF and Herbert DeCosta in 1965
and 1966 (figure 4.21). Constructed in 1843 after
the 1838 fire that devastated a large portion of
Ansonborough, the two structures were constructed
as rental properties by William Thompson, a

Figure 4.21: 53 Anson Street and 30
Wentworth Street indicated in pink. Map
drawn by author.

bricklayer and mason who lived on
nearby George Street.20 Although
connected, the two structures displayed
roofline profiles. The corner house was
distinguished with a flat roof and
parapet, while the west house was built
with a gable roof (figure 4.22).
Following the same pattern as many
houses in Ansonborough, this double

Figure 4.22: 53 Anson Street and 30 Wentworth
Street, before restoration. Courtesy of HCF Photograph
Collection.

tenement was altered by the turn of the
twentieth century and gradually slipped into a state of disrepair.

20

Posten, Buildings of Charleston¸418.
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When purchased by the Historic Charleston Foundation in the early 1960s, the
buildings became the focus of an exterior renovation that would transform their shabby
appearance into an architectural showpiece for the neighborhood. In November of 1965,
Herbert DeCosta prepared an estimate for HCF with his plans for the restoration of the
structures. Likely in the late nineteenth century, metal hoods had been installed above the
windows on the primary facades to give both structures a more Victorian look. Because
these fixtures were not an original feature of the houses, they were removed in an effort
to restore the street elevations to a historically accurate appearance. DeCosta also
removed the piazza, which included a room and a rear staircase, and he made necessary
repairs to the structure and to the yard to patch voids left from the elimination of the
porch. The demolition of these elements provided the buildings with facades that more
closely represented the period in which they were built.
Once the demolition had exposed the original elevations of the structure,
restoration attention turned to the windows. In the case of both structures, DeCosta stated
his plans to “install 18 lite [sic] sashes to all windows that now have modern sashes.”21
The use of eighteen light, often referred to as nine-over-nine, window sashes was
common in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth century; therefore, DeCosta’s
restoration of the windows in this manner illustrated his knowledge of and adherence to
the details of historic architecture in his work. In addition, DeCosta listed provisions for
“operable solid panel shutters to all first floor windows and louvred [sic] blinds to all

21

H. A. DeCosta, Jr. to Mrs. S. Henry Edmunds, November 18, 1965 ARC, H. A. DeCosta, Jr. Papers, Box
36, 53 Anson Street folder.
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second floor windows” on both structures.22 Historically, this combination of solid and
louvered shutters on different floors of a house was a common configuration in
Charleston.
In addition to the removal of the metal
hoods, the demolition of the porches, and the
restoration of the windows, DeCosta
performed a variety of other alterations to the
buildings in an effort to restore them to their
original exterior appearances. On the west
house, DeCosta returned a door on the second
floor to its earlier function as a window, and
he added a wrought iron balcony over the
main entrance and a wrought iron railing to
this entrance’s steps to provide interest and a
historic look to the building (figures 4.23 and

4.24). He updated the corner house with a
remodeled parapet and side lights on its main
entrance door (figures 4.25 and 4.26). As a

Figures 4.23 and 4.24: Architectural drawing of
30 Wentworth Street by Lucas & Stubbs,
architects. Pencil notes by H. A. DeCosta Co.
Courtesy ARC, H. A. DeCosta Jr. Papers, Box
201

final touch, both structures were freshly painted.23

22

Ibid.
As outlined in the estimate dated November 18, 1965, the specifications for the west house include the
painting of “exterior wood work, stucco and previously painted brickwork.” ARC, H. A. DeCosta, Jr.
Papers, Box 36, 53 Anson Street folder.
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Figures 4.25 and 4.26: Architectural drawing of 53 Anson Street by Lucas & Stubbs, architects. Pencil
notes by H. A. DeCosta Co. Courtesy ARC, H. A. DeCosta Jr. Papers, Box 201

Although Herbert DeCosta consistently used historic techniques in his restoration
work, he also utilized modern materials to achieve a historic effect on many structures.
For example, the corner house at 53 Anson Street was traditionally treated with stucco
over brick; however, the rear portion of the building was constructed out of weatherboard
siding. In his 1965 estimate, DeCosta proposed to “install cement stucco on steeltex”
over this portion of the building to provide a consistent façade for the structure. His
inclusion of these modern materials and techniques demonstrated his ability to join the
old with the new in his restoration
work.
The restoration of the
exteriors of the attached houses at 53
Anson Street and 30 Wentworth
Street served as a major visual
improvement to the Ansonborough
Figure 4.27: 53 Anson Street and 30 Wentworth Street, after
restoration. Courtesy of HCF Photograph Collection.
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streetscape (figure 4.27). The location of
the structures at a central intersection in
the neighborhood brought a great deal of
focus to the buildings, and the success of
their restorations was recognized when
they were featured on the cover of a
promotional piece printed by the Historic
Charleston Foundation (figure 4.28). The
before and after photographs of these
tenement houses provided a gleaming
example of the quality restoration work
being achieved by the H. A. DeCosta

Figure 4.28: Promotional piece featuring 53 Anson
Street and 30 Wentworth Street distributed by HCF.
Courtesy of HCF Ansonborough Box.

Company and through the Ansonborough
Rehabilitation Project.
321 East Bay Street
Constructed in 1789, the Blake-Grimke
House is a wooden structure built on a brick
foundation that displays the perfect proportions of a
grand Georgian home in the late eighteenth century
(figure 4.29). Over the next 150 years, the house
morphed into a large conglomeration of

Figure 4.29: 321 East Bay Street
indicated in pink. Map drawn by author.

architectural additions. In the mid-nineteenth
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century, a Victorian-style addition with large bay windows was tacked onto the north side
of the structure, and a cast iron entrance of similar Victorian design was placed over the
front door (figure 4.30). Further masking the house’s original form, extensive porches
were constructed on the south and west sides of the building (figures 4.31 and 4.32). The
Historic Charleston Foundation acquired the property through a donation in 1965 and
began to implement plans to restore the structure.24 While their efforts originally focused
on the exterior of the house, the Foundation would eventually carry out a complete
restoration and renovation of the structure to accommodate a branch of the Citizens and
Southern National Bank of South Carolina.

Figure 4.30: 321 East Bay Street, east elevation, before restoration. Courtesy of HCF
Photograph Collection.
24

Weyeneth, Historic Preservation for a Living City, 64.
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Figure 4.31: 321 East Bay Street, south and west elevations, before restoration. Courtesy of HCF
Photograph Collection.

Initially hired to complete basic
repairs, Herbert DeCosta produced an
early estimate for the exterior restoration
of the house in August 1967. This
lengthy estimate outlined the scope of
work that DeCosta intended to achieve.
Like most of his jobs for the Foundation
in Ansonborough, the restoration plan for Figure 4.32: Exterior stairs, west façade, 321 East Bay
Street. Courtesy of HCF Photograph Collection.

321 East Bay Street involved the
stabilization of the structure and the removal of historically inaccurate and aesthetically
discordant features. A selection of his estimate included the following improvements:
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Remove house in rear yard.
Remove porches from side and rear of house.
Restore masonry steps and platform at rear.
Restore all window openings where doors now occur to existing porches
on south and west sides.
Clean all loose paint from exterior woodwork…and apply two coats of
paint to same.25
DeCosta also included alterations to the front and rear doors in an effort to make
them match the Georgian style of the structure more accurately. On both facades, the
current door was bordered by sidelights that were more typical of a later style and
changes made to the house. To achieve a more historically appropriate entry, DeCosta
removed the doors and sidelights and installed a single door.
As these surface changes were made to the structure, the DeCosta Company also
made significant improvements to the house to prevent its further deterioration. Stucco
and brickwork were repaired on the foundation level, and the stone steps and stone
platform at the front were re-pointed and reset. In addition, DeCosta installed new
galvanized iron gutters and downspouts and repaired and painted the tin roof to prevent
the roof from leaking and causing damage to the interior.26
In February 1968, a newspaper article reported on the unique “restoration through
investigation” that was being carried out at the Blake House.27 Discoveries made by
workmen helped to define the scope of work on the structure. A study of the exterior
trim provided proof that the porches on the south and west facades were not original and
plans were made for their removal. Following the demolition of the porches, DeCosta
25

H. A. DeCosta, Jr. to Mrs. S. Henry Edmunds, August 9, 1967, ARC, H. A. DeCosta, Jr. Papers, Box 59,
321 East Bay Street folder.
26
Ibid.
27
W. H. J. Thomas, “Blake House Is Example of Investigative Restoration,” News & Courier, Charleston,
SC, February 22, 1968.
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found remnants of the original cornice and exterior paint color. As reported in the article,
“When the porches on the rear side of the house came down the molding showed through
in what must have once been a pale yellow.”28 HCF decided to repaint the structure
using a similar color.
Following the demolition of the porches, DeCosta made necessary repairs to the
weatherboarding on the house. Holes left in the brickwork were filled and the cornice
and siding were repaired where voids remained following the destruction of the porches.
Originally constructed using a beaded weatherboard, the house had been patched over the
years with less expensive siding. DeCosta replaced the inappropriate repairs with beaded
siding that matched the original material.
Special attention was also given to the former doors that opened onto the porches.
An unnecessary feature, the doors were removed, and windows “complete with sashes”
were installed in their places on the south and west sides of the main house and on the
south side of the attached wing.29 In many cases of basic stabilization, HCF chose not to
install full window sashes to the houses they restored. Instead, they chose to cover the
windows with plywood so that the expense of putting in windows would fall to the
subsequent owner. DeCosta’s estimate suggested this technique; listed as “Alternate No.
2” provided the deduction in cost if the sashes were deleted and plywood substituted to
cover the windows. HCF’s choice to include the sashes of the windows in the initial

28

Ibid.
H. A. DeCosta, Jr. to Mrs. S. Henry Edmunds, February 6, 1968, ARC, H. A. DeCosta, Jr. Papers, Box
59, 321 East Bay Street folder.
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restoration efforts illustrated the Foundation’s dedication to the proper and complete
restoration of this structure.
An interesting detail in this updated estimate illustrated Herbert DeCosta’s
dedication to perceived historical accuracy. Constructed in the Georgian style, the
building initially displayed elegantly proportioned and symmetrical facades. However,
its many alterations had left the façade unbalanced on its rear (west) elevation. To
remedy this situation, DeCosta made provisions to “cut in one dummy window on [the]
west side in order that [the] west elevation of house may be symmetrical.”30
The front of the structure received a similar improvement following a surprise
find in the attic. One worker uncovered the original fanlight from the front pediment.
This feature had long been obstructed by a piece of sheet metal on the exterior and a
piece of cardboard on the interior. Making use of this discovery, DeCosta restored the
original fanlight.31
With the same attention to architectural detail and consistency, DeCosta removed
a later cast iron entrance on the front façade in an effort to provide the most historically
accurate depiction of the building. In his oral history interview with Historic Charleston
Foundation, he discussed this aspect to the restoration of 321 East Bay Street:
They had…a Georgian house, and someone had added this
cast iron entrance on the front which wasn’t correct, so we
took the cast iron entrance down, and put in the correct
Georgian entrance. And on the back…the steps were
covered up. The porches were not there originally, so we

30
31

Ibid.
W. H. J. Thomas, “Blake House Is Example of Investigative Restoration.”
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took the porches off the back and the side, and
we…finished building the back steps.32
In an act of adaptive reuse, DeCosta found a new home for the historic, but not
original, cast iron entrance that he removed from the house at 321 East Bay Street.
DeCosta reconfigured and reused the cast iron panels from the entry at 321 East Bay into
part of new railings that were constructed for the Wentworth Street dwelling.33 This
attention to reuse and circulation of well-crafted materials demonstrated his dedication to
the architectural heritage of Charleston.
After DeCosta completed the
exterior restoration of the house at 321
East Bay Street, he and his company were
hired by HCF to serve as the general
contractor for the renovation of the ground
floor and the first floor of the building in
preparation for its bank tenants. Working
for consulting architectural firm Lucas &

Figure 4.33: Architectural drawing of 321 East Bay
Street by Lucas & Stubbs, architects. Pencil notes by
H. A. DeCosta Co. Courtesy ARC, H. A. DeCosta Jr.
Papers, Box 212

Stubbs, Ltd. on the project, DeCosta
carried out the firm’s plans for the conversion of the building into a functional bank
facility (figure 4.33). The successful restoration of 321 East Bay Street illustrates the
attention to detail and dedication to historic accuracy that made Herbert DeCosta one of
the most sought after restoration contractors in the city (figures 4.34 and 4.35).
32

Herbert DeCosta, June 24, 2003, HCF Oral History Project, Transcription, 8.
Ibid. The address for the Wentworth Street house where the cast iron panels were reused was not
indicated in the oral history interview.
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Figures 4.34 and 4.35: 321 East Bay Street, east façade and south and west
facades, after restoration. Courtesy of HCF Photograph Collection.
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Interior Renovation
While the first two categories of Herbert DeCosta’s restoration work focus
heavily on his projects with Historic Charleston Foundation, this section examines his
work for private investors. In an effort to provide greater freedom of style and taste to
those invested in the neighborhood, the responsibility of interior renovations fell to those
who purchased the properties. Unlike exterior restorations, interior changes were not
regulated by an external review board; however, great attention was paid to the interior
details of Ansonborough’s antebellum structures.34
With a respect for historic materials, DeCosta restored the interiors of many
dwellings while updating them with modern comforts and conveniences. Striking an
effective balance, he managed to breathe new life into many of these buildings and make
them once again desirable as residences. This section explores his work in three of these
houses: 23 Wentworth Street, 21 Wentworth Street, and 58 Anson Street.
23 Wentworth Street
In an estimate prepared for O. J. Lindsay in June 1966, Herbert DeCosta
presented an itemized list of interior renovations for 23 Wentworth Street (figure 4.36
and 4.38). Outlining the repairs in a room-by-room manner, DeCosta provided a detailed
account of the steps necessary to restore the house as a comfortable and livable residence.

34

In 1966, Ansonborough was designated a historic district by the City of Charleston. With this
designation, the neighborhood fell under the jurisdiction of the Board of Architectural Review for all
exterior changes made to structures. In addition, HCF placed restrictive covenants on properties that they
purchased and resold. These covenants required that exterior alterations be approved by HCF.
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Although the interior renovations of the
house are the focus of this case study, it is
important to note that Herbert DeCosta provided for
the basic stabilization and exterior restoration of the
structure, as well. The demolition and repair of
sections of the porches, repairs to windows and to
the roof, and the construction of a wooden fence
and gate were among the basic exterior renovations

Figure 4.36: 23 Wentworth Street
indicated in pink. Map drawn by author.

listed in DeCosta’s estimate to O. J. Lindsay.
Structural changes on the interior included the reconstruction of the house’s main
stairwell. The staircase of the house had been obviously reworked when DeCosta
produced his estimate for repairs and renovations to the property. In this estimate, he
provided for the removal of partitions in the stair hall and for the installation of steps to
the second floor. The baseboard was continued where necessary, and a new window was
installed in place of a less appropriate transom at the stair landing. As in most other areas
of the house, DeCosta included provisions for the sanding and refinishing of the floors,
stair treads, and rails as part of the work to be done in this area.
While common construction techniques were utilized throughout DeCosta’s
recommendations for the restoration of this dwelling, he paid special attention to the
retention of historic materials in the most historic rooms of the house. For example,
DeCosta included the repair of plaster in the primary rooms on the first and second
floors; however, he provided for the installation of sheetrock in the more modern
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spaces.35 Likewise, the old (and presumably wooden) flooring in the primary spaces was
sanded and refinished, while new vinyl linoleum floors were installed in the areas that
reflected more contemporary fashions. The respect for historic materials in the historic
portions of the house illustrated DeCosta’s high value of these materials. At the same
time, the use of sheetrock and linoleum in the more functional and updated rooms of the
house demonstrated his ability to transform a historic structure into a convenient and
comfortable space for modern living.
Along with the renovation of the interior details of the house, DeCosta also
modernized the structure with updated electrical, heating, and plumbing installations.
Specifically, DeCosta created new bathroom facilities in the house. On the first floor, he
designed a powder room that was a step down from the main level of the house.
Constructed on concrete piers, this added room required the removal and reinstallation of
the flooring and floor joists at a lower level. Reframed out of the larger bedroom, a
combination master bath and dressing room on the second floor involved the design of
partition walls to separate the bedroom from the bathroom and to create two new closets.
The original floors were retained and repaired in the closet areas; however, vinyl
linoleum and ceramic tile were installed in the bath area. The installation of modern
conveniences and the construction of the master bath and closets provided necessary
updates to the house.

35

Specifications for plaster repairs were included for the drawing room, stair hall, dining room, and front
bedroom of the house. Sheetrock was installed in the kitchen and powder room. H. A. DeCosta, Jr. to O. J.
Lindsay, Jr., June 22, 1966, ARC, H. A. DeCosta Jr. Papers, Box 157, 23 Wentworth Street folder.
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21 Wentworth Street
Herbert DeCosta performed a complete
interior restoration on the main house and rear
house at 21 Wentworth Street for owner Perry
Woods in 1967 (figures 4.37 and 4.38). In his
estimate to Mr. Woods, DeCosta outlined the roomby-room repairs and updates for both structures.36
In the drawing room and in an upstairs bedroom,

Figure 4.37: 21 Wentworth Street
indicated in pink. Map drawn by author.

for example, he opened the fireplaces and installed
new dampers in an effort to make the fireplaces functional once again. However, he used
the vertical shaft to provide room for the installation of furnace venting. Making creative
use of space, DeCosta also enclosed the duct risers for the furnace along the rides of the
chimney. When missing, he added architectural details, such as a two-member cornice in
the dining room and a ceiling moulding in the upstairs bedroom.
Illustrating his ingenuity, DeCosta reused historic materials in new contexts. In
the second floor den, he specified to remove the plaster walls and for the installation of a
new wall covering: “paneling of old flooring on walls” for this room.37 Although the
elimination of the historic plaster would not be the most acceptable approach today, the
reuse of historic flooring in lieu of a different and more modern wall covering illustrated
DeCosta’s adaptability and creativity in his renovations.
36

H. A. DeCosta to Mr. Perry Woods, December 21, 1966, ARC, H. A. DeCosta, Jr. Papers, Box 157, 21
Wentworth Street folder.
37
H. A. DeCosta, Jr. to Perry Woods, December 21, 1966, ARC, H. A. DeCosta Jr. Papers, Box 157, 21
Wentworth Street folder.
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Similar improvements were
included in DeCosta’s estimate of
repairs to the rear house at 21
Wentworth Street. He removed additive
partitions and constructed new dividers
to provide adequate space for bathrooms
and a small kitchenette. He repaired the
fireplaces and installed dampers into the
chimneys to make them both safe and

Figure 4.38: 21 Wentworth Street (left) and 23
Wentworth Street (right). Courtesy of HCF Photograph
Collection.

functional. In addition, he included
provisions for the installation of old wood floors over new pressure treated sleepers.
DeCosta also incorporated into his plans basic repairs to the interior of the brick walls of
the structure. According to the estimate, these “exposed brick walls are to be pointed and
left exposed.”38 Although popular today, this treatment of interior brick walls was not a
common practice in the 1960s and demonstrates DeCosta’s creativity and insight in his
renovation projects.
The interior renovation of 21 Wentworth Street demonstrated Herbert DeCosta’s
expertise in historic building materials, understanding of his client’s needs for modern
conveniences, and artful and creative approach to renovations.

38

Ibid.
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58 Anson Street
Constructed in the early 1850s, the brick
single house at 58 Anson Street underwent a
complete restoration in 1968 (figure 4.39).
Interested in moving to Charleston from their home
in Hamburg, New York, Dr. Edward Tracy and his
wife Mary Louise purchased the property in 1967
Figure 4.39: 58 Anson Street indicated in
pink. Map drawn by author.

and requested that Herbert DeCosta prepare an
estimate for its restoration. Asking that the house
be “comfortable and charming but not
necessarily luxurious and ostentatious,” the
Tracys wanted DeCosta to include both the
exterior and interior restoration of the main
house and an existing wing in this estimate
(figure 4.40).39
The interior renovation of 58 Anson
Street provided the essential improvements

Figure 4.40: 58 Anson Street, before restoration.

needed to update the structure and make it the Courtesy of HCF Photograph Collection.

39

Edward Magee Tracy, M. D. to Mr. H. A. DeCosta, November 26, 1967, ARC, H. A. DeCosta, Jr.
Papers, Box 36, 58 Anson Street folder. The exterior repairs executed by DeCosta on the property included
extensive work on the porch, necessary maintenance to the roof, and basic repairs to the brickwork and
stucco. The stucco and woodwork of the porch and house were painted, and a new fence was constructed
to replace an existing fence. Keeping with the historic appearance of the structure, DeCosta planned to
restore the entrance from the street with appropriate details.
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“comfortable and charming” house that the Tracys desired. Based on the estimate
prepared by DeCosta, the interior was basically sound and required only cosmetic repairs
to create the setting its owners wanted. Throughout the house, DeCosta executed basic
maintenance that included the painting of walls and woodwork, the sanding and
refinishing of floors, and the replacing of missing elements like balusters and railings in
the stair hall.
As in the other restorations discussed previously, DeCosta paid special attention
to the historic appearance of the building by installing appropriate details in place of
inappropriate features. For example, DeCosta designed a period-appropriate cornice for
the first floor sitting and dining room. Constructed out of wood, the new cornice
replaced an earlier plaster example that had deteriorated beyond repair.40 In the same
manner, DeCosta removed a more modern-style jalousie window and replaced it with a
wooden, double-sash window that more closely fit the historic style of the structure.
The renovation of the living room illustrated many of the techniques employed by
Herbert DeCosta throughout the house. His outline included the following alterations:
Remove book shelves of cabinet and install new adjustable book shelves
from floor to ceiling.
Install two member cornice.
Remove picture moulding.
Restore fireplace.
Install brass door knobs.
Sand and refinish floors.
Paint walls, ceiling and woodwork two coats.41

40

W. H. J. Thomas, “New Styles Failed to Attract Robert Venning,” News & Courier, Charleston, SC,
November 9, 1970.
41
Ibid.
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In short, the living room section of the lengthy estimate prepared by Herbert
DeCosta illustrated the aesthetic changes made to the interior of 58 Anson Street that
contributed to the historic presentation of the property.
Along with the decorative alterations and basic repairs, DeCosta also updated the
plumbing and electrical systems in the house and provided for the installation of a new
heating and air conditioning system. Herbert DeCosta’s restoration of the exterior and
interior of 58 Anson Street produced a dwelling that was both historic in its appearance
and its details and modern in its equipment.

Comprehensive Rehabilitation: 82 Anson Street
Much of DeCosta’s work in Ansonborough
encompassed all categories of stabilization and
maintenance, exterior restoration, and interior
renovation. Taking the buildings from the basic
stabilization phase through all of the steps of
exterior and interior restoration, Herbert DeCosta
helped to realize the vision of comprehensive
rehabilitation as set forth by Historic Charleston

Figure 4.41: 82 Anson Street indicated in
pink. Map drawn by author.

Foundation. These major rehabilitation projects transformed the neighborhood from its
near slum status to one of the most desirable and well-maintained sections of Charleston.
In the remarkable example of 82 Anson Street, Herbert DeCosta provided for the
comprehensive restoration of the house while incorporating elements of new structural
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design (figure 4.41). Hired by the Historic Charleston Foundation in 1967, DeCosta
served as the contractor for the rehabilitation and restoration of the exterior and interior
of the historic structure and as the designer and builder of an addition. Described by
HCF’s executive director Frances Edmunds as “our most ambitious restoration,” the
successful revitalization of this structure illustrates the quality of work and the
preservation ethic of Herbert DeCosta.42
Constructed in 1799 by merchant Josiah Smith for his daughter Mary, the threestory brick dwelling on a high basement is a massive example of a Charleston single
house. Built with grand proportions, the house possesses large rooms, spacious hallways,
wide porches, and high ceilings. Its interior exhibits delicate woodwork with subtle
details that remain indicative of the early Federal period in Charleston. A two-story, free
standing kitchen house stood behind the structure and was eventually connected to the
main building by a small wooden hyphen.43 Over the next 150 years, this simple but
elegant house changed ownership a number of times, and its gradual decline into a
tenement house paralleled the neighborhood decline in the twentieth century.
Prior to its renovation in 1970, the house served as a single family dwelling for
wealthy members of Charleston’s society, a boarding house, a two-family dwelling, and
eventually as the Oakman Apartments (figure 4.42). Purchased by Clarence Oakman in
1938, the property was divided into eight or nine apartment units in the main house while
additional dwelling spaces were carved into a separate one-story structure on the
42

Frances Edmunds, “Miss Mary Smith’s House,” dated March 22, 1970, HCF, Property Files, Box 5, 82
Anson folder.
43
The architectural description of the structure relies heavily on Jack Leland’s article, “’Traveling’ House
Rests on New Site,” Charleston Evening Post, November 30, 1970.
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property. Described in an article
in the Charleston Evening Post as
a “rabbit warden,” the crowded
tenement served as home to as
many as forty-one people before
its rehabilitation.44 An entrance
was carved into the western
façade of the building that led
into the basement, and a staircase
was cut through to the main
drawing room. Partition walls
were constructed throughout the
house to accommodate the large

Figure 4.42: 82 Anson Street before its move and rehabilitation.
Courtesy of HCF Photograph Collection.

number of tenants, and the
piazzas were enclosed to provide “delectable” baths, kitchens, and dinettes for the various
units.45 In spite of the virtual architectural homicide to the frame of the building, much of
the interior woodwork and other details remained intact. The age of the structure, its
history and architectural significance, and the fatality of its future inspired HCF to take
excessive measures to save the building from demolition.
Currently positioned on the corner of Anson and George Streets, this structure
stands in its second location. Originally constructed to the north at 86 Anson Street in the
44
45

Jack Leland, “’Traveling’ House Rests on New Site,” Charleston Evening Post, November 30, 1970.
Edmunds, “Miss Mary Smith’s House,” March 22, 1970.
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area cleared for the municipal auditorium, this large brick building stood in the direct
path of the extension of George Street eastward to East Bay Street. In spite of the
excessive cost connected with moving a brick building, the Historic Charleston
Foundation chose to finance the transfer of the structure approximately 100 feet directly
down the street to the south (figures 4.43 and 4.44).46

Figure 4.43: 82 Anson Street before its move from its original location at 86 Anson Street at the end of
George Street. Demolition because of plans to extend George Street encouraged the relocation of this
structure. The original 82 Anson Street is the two-story structure to the right. Courtesy of HCF
Photograph Collection.

46

Some sources state that the house was moved 100 feet, while others state that the distance moved was
approximately 100 yards. Based on observation, 100 feet appears to be the more accurate estimation.
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Figure 4.44: 82 Anson Street (foreground) in its original location at 86 Anson Street. Note the enclosed
piazza and street entry, as well as the frame structures to the left. These residences were all demolished to
make room for the new municipal auditorium. Courtesy of HCF Photograph Collection.

In order to acquire a new site for this structure, two of its less impressive
neighbors were demolished to clear a double lot that would provide ample space for the
house and a spacious garden. The original house at 82 Anson Street was a wooden
structure and was described as being “handsomely faced with peeling red asbestos
shingles” (figure 4.45).47 The structure that occupied the northeastern corner of Anson

47

Edmunds, “Miss Mary Smith’s House,” March 22, 1970.
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and Laurens Streets was a three-story brick building that was constructed around 1900
and housed the Finkelstein grocery store (figure 4.46). The upper floors of the structure
were divided into apartments like many of its neighbors. Because HCF considered these
two buildings to be architecturally inferior to the dwelling at 86 Anson Street, they chose
to sacrifice both to provide a site for what HCF intended to serve as a gatepost on the
northern boundary of Ansonborough.

Figure 4.45: Original structure at 82 Anson
Street that was demolished to provide a site for
86 Anson Street. Courtesy of HCF Photograph
Collection.

Figure 4.46: Finkelstein Grocery Store located at
78 Anson Street that was demolished to provide
space for a garden for the new 82 Anson Street.
Courtesy of HCF Photograph Collection.

Herbert DeCosta was consulted on this project in its earliest stages. Hired in 1966
to demolish the frame building at 82 Anson Street, the H. A. DeCosta Company worked
on this project from its inception to its completion.48 Following the demolition of the
structures at 78 and 82 Anson Street, the brick structure at 86 Anson Street was slowly
moved down the street by L. A. Chitwood, Jr., a specialist in house moving. HCF made
48

Although H. A. DeCosta Company was hired by HCF to demolish the building at 82 Anson Street, the
company subcontracted the actual demolition to James Alston. ARC, H. A. DeCosta, Jr. Papers, Box 38, 82
Anson Street file.
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the decision to move the main structure and to abandon the auxiliary buildings on the
property.
Rolled down the street on logs, the house was positioned on its new site on top of
steel beams with no foundation underneath. DeCosta described the dangerous job of
reinserting a foundation under this house in his 2003 oral history interview with HCF:
“We had to put a new foundation, new footings, and build the walls back up. We had to
join the existing walls, the walls that were left, and that was really sort of a dangerous job
because, see, some of that brickwork had fallen.”49 DeCosta met with architect Sidney
Stubbs of the Lucas and Stubbs architectural firm to discuss suggestions for measures
required to make the building structurally sound. Seven recommendations were made:
1. Install earthquake bolts on north and east sides at first, second and
third floor levels.
2. Repair cracks in brickwork that are structurally unsound and replace
loose brickwork.
3. Install needles and shores under the tops of the second floor east
windows and remove all masonry from between windows and ground
floor doors in order to eliminate dangerous bulge in east wall.
4. Rebuild brick walls that were removed using steel lintels to reinforce
jack arches in new brickwork.
5. Rebuild or tie in bulge where window was closed with bricks on north
side.
6. Extend missing floor joists in first floor Stair Hall area in order to
provide necessary tie-in for north masonry wall.
7. Install missing brickwork on ground floor of south side where same is
needed to support brick wall above.50

49

Herbert DeCosta, HCF Oral History Project, Transcription, 8.
Herbert DeCosta to Frances Edmunds, May 6, 1968, HCF, Property Files, Box 5, 82 Anson Street folder.
A duplicate copy is available at ARC, H. A. DeCosta, Jr. Papers, Box 38, 82 Anson Street folder. Of
special note, hand-written question marks are penciled beside numbers two and seven on both copies.
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These recommendations illustrated the
deteriorated condition and the extent of rehabilitation
required for the building, as well as the range of
services that the H. A. DeCosta Company was able to
perform. Of special note, an estimate and subsequent
invoices indicate that renowned ironworker Philip
Simmons handcrafted the earthquake bolts for the
house. Overcoming the precarious issue of
stabilization, the company continued with a complete
restoration of the structure that would both modernize
the dwelling and respect its historic materials (figure

Figure 4.47: Sketch and estimate of
structural stabilization for 82 Anson
Street planned by the H. A. DeCosta
Company. Courtesy of ARC, H. A.
DeCosta, Jr. Papers, Box 38.

4.47).
Before the stabilization of the building was complete, DeCosta and his crew
reconstructed the porches. Porches, locally known as piazzas, serve as a defining feature
of the Charleston single house; however, the porches on this structure had been altered
dramatically when the house was divided into apartments. Enclosed to accommodate
bathrooms and additional living space, these porches no longer served the traditional
function of a Charleston piazza. Based on the difficulty of moving the brick structure and
on the condition of the porches, moving agent L. A. Chitwood made special note that the
company would “either dismantle the side porches or move them with the building,” but
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the agent promised to “leave them [the porches] intact, if possible.”51 The plan to retain
the original porches was reflected in an early estimate prepared by the H. A. DeCosta
Company. This extensive estimate, prepared on April 27, 1967 before the building was
moved, included the following plans for the piazza:
Remove weatherboarding, new flooring and partitions that have been
added.
Replace porch bearers that have been removed from first floor porch.
Replace rotten and missing beams on south side of first floor porch.
Cut off ends of porch flooring of first and second floor porch floor and
install edge.
Install used columns with new bases and turned sections on bottom.
Furnish new columns, where old columns are not obtainable.
Install bottom and top rails of correct design with rectangular balusters.
Restore exterior fascias and mouldings under ends of flooring.
Restore flooring where same has been cut out for bathrooms.52
A similar estimate dated November 13, 1967 outlined DeCosta’s plans to restore
the porches to their original condition. Modern partitions, siding, and wall finishes were
removed, and existing historic elements were restored. He removed new flooring to
reveal the old flooring and made repairs to fill in spaces left from the installation of
plumbing on the porch. In the case of the wooden columns, their degraded condition
required that they be replaced. Instead of purchasing or building new columns, DeCosta
used historic columns that had been removed from another property in town. As
discussed previously in this chapter, DeCosta also performed the restoration on the
Blake-Grimke House located at 321 East Bay Street for HCF as part of the
Ansonborough project. In this case, large porches were a later addition to the building,
51

L. A. Chitwood to Mrs. S. Henry Edmunds, August 31, 1966, HCF, Property Files, Box 5, 82 Anson
Street folder.
52
H. A. DeCosta to Mrs. S. Henry Edmunds, April 27, 1967 HCF, Property Files, Box 5, 82 Anson Street
folder.
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and the decision was made to remove the piazzas in an effort to return the building to its
original manifestation. However, the Doric columns from this building fit the style and
scale of the restored porches at 82 Anson Street. The reuse of these elements illustrates
DeCosta’s appreciation for historic materials and his knack for recycling historic items
for new uses.53
These two estimates offer an example of Herbert DeCosta’s respect for the
historic integrity of a building. He removed non-historic materials, like the partitions and
new flooring, to provide a more accurate depiction of the piazza’s original appearance, an
he recycled historic materials from other properties to replace elements that had
deteriorated beyond repair. However, later documents indicate that the contractor
encountered additional and unforeseen obstacles during the work on the porch. Rotten
plates, sills, and flooring were all discovered and had to be repaired or replaced.
Additionally, DeCosta found that some of the original bearers under the first floor were
missing and had to be replaced. Finally, the reused columns from the Blake-Grimke
House proved to be in a more deteriorated state than anticipated, and new bases and
extensive repairs were required to make them useful.
Although DeCosta had explained how difficult it was to estimate this type of
work accurately, he expressed his concern for the increase in price over the estimate he
produced. In his letter outlining the reasons for the raise in cost, he stated that “we do not
like to have actual costs greatly exceed our approximate costs and especially so without

53

H. A. DeCosta to Mrs. S. Henry Edmunds, November 13, 1967, HCF, Property Files, Box 5, 82 Anson
Street folder, and W. H. J. Thomas, “House Built for Spinster,” News & Courier, November 30, 1970.
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any previous notice to the owners. This is just not doing business in the best manner.”54
DeCosta’s dedication to his customer was only surpassed by his dedication to providing
the highest quality workmanship possible. In spite of the complications encountered in
the process, the H. A. DeCosta Company completed the piazzas by the end of January
1969, and their restoration was the first major and highly-visible step toward the
successful rehabilitation of this property.
With its improved piazzas and stabilization complete, focus turned to the exterior
of the house. The conversion of the property into a multi-unit apartment altered the
facades, and major adjustments were required to restore the elevations to their original
appearance. Prior renovations that divided the structure into apartments left an atypical
entrance door on the western street façade.55 Blasted through the brick, this door led
directly from the street and into the raised basement of the building. DeCosta removed
the door from this site and rearranged the entrance to its natural location on the building’s
south façade. The restoration of the door in its original position required the acquisition
of new doors; however, the frame and transom from the earlier door were in good
condition and were simply repaired. Through this restoration, both the Anson and
Laurens Street facades were returned to a more historically accurate composition.
Herbert DeCosta also worked extensively on the windows of the structure. The
most obvious transformation occurred on the north side of the house where two windows
54

H. A. DeCosta to Mrs. S. Henry Edmunds, January 13, 1969, HCF, Property Files, Box 5, 82 Anson
Street folder
55
In an article written for the Preservation Progress 22 (March 1977), Gene Waddell describes a typical
Charleston single house as “a separate, multi-story dwelling one room wide and three across including a
central entrance and stair hall. It also typically, but not necessarily, has its narrow end to the street, a
piazza along one of its longer sides, and back wall chimneys.” (As quoted in Posten’s Buildings of
Charleston, 37.)
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were enclosed with brick (figures 4.48 and 4.49).
Although the reasoning behind this method was not
determined through research, floor plan sketches and
notes on the project indicate that at least one window was
bricked to accommodate a closet and another may have
provided space for a china cabinet. While the closing of
the windows altered the original fenestration of the
structure (and would not be an appropriate decision
today), the reuse of the removed window frames in the

Figure 4.48: Sketch of second floor
plan showing details by H. A.
DeCosta Company. Courtesy of
ARC, H. A. DeCosta, Jr. Papers,
Box 38.

restoration of other windows illustrated DeCosta’s
consistency in reusing historic fabric. The frames of the
filled windows were removed and reused on the south
façade of the house. In many cases, the windows on the
south side had been converted into doorways to provide
access from the main house to the enclosed porches that
made up the living spaces of the apartments. In his early
estimate for the rehabilitation of the property, DeCosta
included specifications in three rooms for this reuse. In
both the front and rear room of the first floor and in the
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Figure 4.49: Sketch of second floor
plan showing details by H. A.
DeCosta Company. Courtesy of
ARC, H. A. DeCosta, Jr. Papers,
Box 38.

rear room of the second floor, the estimate stated, “Remove window frame and sash from
north side and install in existing door opening on south wall.”56 The window was then to
be bricked under with restored paneled jambs on the exterior while a window seat was
constructed on the interior. In some cases, existing doorways remained to provide access
to the piazza. DeCosta took advantage of the historic fabric available to him and
developed a fenestration pattern that more closely reflected the original appearance of the
structure.
Due to the division of the house,
the interior of the structure required a
great deal of work to return it to its
original function as a single family home.
DeCosta removed the makeshift staircase
that ascended from the basement through
the first floor drawing room and
refurbished the central staircase in the
main hall to correspond to the recently
restored entryway. The original staircase
with its mahogany railing survived in the
structure. However, alterations were
made to the space to make room for

Figure 4.50: Restored stair hall at 82 Anson Street.
The door to the coat closet designed by DeCosta is
visible on the left. Courtesy of HCF Photograph
Collection.

56

Herbert A. DeCosta,Jr, to Mrs. S. Henry Edmunds, April 27, 1967, HCF, Property Files, Box 5, 82
Anson Street folder.
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essential alterations. In a letter to benefactor Charles Woodward, Frances Edmunds
described DeCosta’s plans for these improvements as “quite ingenious.”57 Two stairs led
down to a coat closet on the left and to an access door on the right that provided access
“to the basement stairs that will remain open inconspicuously, but that can be closed and
locked” (figure 4.50).58
In addition, DeCosta
removed partitions to open the
floor plan, and repairs were made
to the plaster walls and ceiling
details. Fortunately, a majority of
the period details on the interior
of the house were intact at the
time of the renovation. The
original mantels adorned the

Figure 4.51: Restored interior, 82 Anson Street. Courtesy of
HCF Photograph Collection.

formal rooms, and first period
wainscoting and a carved dentil cornice remained as reminders of the house’s former
elegance (figure 4.51). Using a method widely accepted at the time, DeCosta burned the
woodwork to remove built up layers of paint before fresh coats of paint were applied.
Where portions of these details had been removed, DeCosta seamlessly integrated new
elements to match the existing features.

57

Frances Edmunds to Charles Woodward, April 25, 1969, HCF, Property Files, Box 5, 82 Anson Street
folder.
58
Ibid.
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In addition to the restoration of the historic portion of the house, DeCosta
designed a two-story addition on the east (back) side of the building. This modern
addition provided a garage at ground level, a “spanking new and delightfully antiqued”
kitchen on the first floor, and a dressing room and bath on the second floor (figure
4.52).59 Paying close attention to the details of this addition, DeCosta successfully
supplied the house with modern amenities in a secondary structure which is considered
the most appropriate solution for historic structures.

Figure 4.52: Proposed plans of the addition to 82 Anson Street. Plans by H. A. DeCosta Company,
drawn by J. Cobbs and checked by H. A. D. (Herbert DeCosta). Dated May 21, 1969. Courtesy of
ARC, H. A. DeCosta, Jr. Papers, Box 200.

59

Leland, “’Traveling’ House Rests On New Site.”
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Smaller in scale than the main dwelling,
the addition was designed in such a way to
mimic the proportion of the former kitchen
house that has been moved with the structure
(figure 4.53). Using new Waccamaw brown
brick that closely matched the locally made
brick of the main house, this addition blended
into the main structure effortlessly. In addition
to matching the color of the brick, DeCosta also
constructed the addition using the same English
bond pattern as that of the historic portion of the Figure 4.53: Elevation of east façade of 82
property. Finally, DeCosta designed the garage
door openings on the basement level of the

Anson Street with addition. Plans by H. A.
DeCosta Company, drawn by J. Cobbs and
checked by H. A. D. (Herbert DeCosta). Dated
May 21, 1969. Courtesy of ARC, H. A.
DeCosta, Jr. Papers, Box 200.

addition to arch slightly across the top. This
detail imitated the traditional openings of carriage houses and was praised by HCF
supporter Charles Woodward. The scale of the addition, the materials used, and the
details of the design combined to produce an addition that was both aesthetically pleasing
and historically congruent with the neighborhood (figure 4.54).
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Figure 4.54: Elevation of south façade of 82 Anson Street with addition. Plans by H. A. DeCosta
Company, drawn by J. Cobbs and checked by H. A. D. (Herbert DeCosta). Dated May 21, 1969.
Courtesy of ARC, H. A. DeCosta, Jr. Papers, Box 200.

The last major project in the rehabilitation of the house involved the construction
of new steps from the garden to the first floor piazza and the main entrance of the house
(figure 4.55). Using the same Waccamaw brick utilized in the construction of the garage
addition, DeCosta designed a grand set of stairs to provide an appropriate entry from the
garden to the house. The original plan for the steps called for “brick steps with a W. I.
[wrought iron] Railing and stucco treads and risers colored to simulate sandstone.”60
However, HCF chose to eliminate the stucco treatment in an effort to economize and to
keep this project from going further over the intended budget. In spite of this change, the

60

Herbert DeCosta, Jr to Mrs. S. Henry Edmunds, February 27, 1970, HCF, Property Files, Box 5, 82
Anson Street folder.
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brick steps supplied the proper exterior
presentation to this handsomely renovated
house. Today, to the untrained eye, these steps
provide an integral part of the architectural
language of Charleston piazzas and entries.
To complete the restoration, the H. A.
DeCosta Company constructed a pierce-brick
fence along the Anson Street and Laurens Street
sides. Making use of modern materials but with
a more historic appearance, DeCosta built a new

Figure 4.55: Sketch of proposed stairs
showing details by H. A. DeCosta Company.
Courtesy of ARC, H. A. DeCosta, Jr. Papers,
Box 38.

concrete block wall on the northeast corner of the lot and altered an existing concrete
wall on the east lot line. Both walls were stuccoed and topped with a stepping stone cap
to accomplish the look of an old-style fence.61
This rehabilitation was unique in that Historic Charleston Foundation, with the
financial assistance of one very dedicated investor, carried out the entire exterior
restoration and the majority of the interior renovation before the house was sold. These
actions differed greatly from the usual approach of stabilizing structures and performing
basic renovations and allowing purchasers to use their own funds to complete the most
elaborate stages of the restoration. This complete restoration honored the structure’s
location as the northern cornerstone of the neighborhood and its impressive architectural
characteristics and provided a model for other restoration projects in the neighborhood.

61

Ibid.
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The Foundation’s dedication to the extensive renovation of this building illustrates the
faith in Herbert DeCosta and the quality of his company’s work by entrusting him with
this project.
The rehabilitation of 82 Anson Street culminated the restoration work that Herbert
DeCosta performed in Ansonborough (figures 4.56 and 4.57). Encompassing basic
stabilization, exterior restoration, interior renovations, and compatible new design, 82
Anson Street serves as the best example of comprehensive rehabilitation in the entire
Ansonborough Rehabilitation Project.

Figure 4.56: 82 Anson Street, west façade, after rehabilitation.
Courtesy of HCF Photograph Collection.
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Figure 4.56: 82 Anson Street, south façade, after rehabilitation. Courtesy of HCF Photograph
Collection.
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CHAPTER FIVE
Conclusion

At the end of his long career, DeCosta made a list of the properties he had
restored. It included nearly 150 historic structures. Herbert DeCosta’s contributions to
the preservation of Charleston, South Carolina’s architectural heritage are evident on
almost every one of its historic streets.1 In the Ansonborough Rehabilitation Project, his
work in basic stabilization and maintenance, exterior restoration, interior renovation, and
comprehensive rehabilitation illustrates the wide range of techniques and the varied scope
of work his company employed in the project. Working for both Historic Charleston
Foundation and private investors, DeCosta provided quality restorations for a large
portion of the neighborhood.
An analysis of DeCosta’s work in Ansonborough provides insight into the
preservation ethic of one of Charleston’s most important early restoration contractors.
Herbert DeCosta frequently restored historically accurate features to structures.
Appropriate exterior elements were often restored or reconstructed to return many
structures to their original appearance. In addition, he made special efforts to preserve
and reuse historic materials. On a number of occasions, historic elements that were
deemed unsuitable for one structure were removed and reused in a more suitable manner
on another structure. His ability to integrate compatible new designs successfully into the
neighborhood also illustrated his attention to detail and to his commitment to preserving
1

Although undated, DeCosta’s list of restorations provides a first-hand account of the projects that he
considered to be the most important in his career. A copy of the original list is available at ARC, H. A.
DeCosta, Jr. Papers, Box 286. A transcribed version is included in Appendix D (pages 167-178).
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the architectural heritage of his city. Incorporating restoration techniques that are
acceptable by today’s standards, Herbert DeCosta effectively defined the preservation
ethic of the city and served as an example of solid preservation practices.
DeCosta made concessions in his interior renovations in order to accommodate
modern amenities. While restoring character-defining elements of rooms and floor plans
to their original function, he often removed failing, historic plaster walls and replaced
them with sheetrock in the more modern quarters of homes. Although the removal of
historic materials is a last resort and a practice abjured by today’s standards, Herbert
DeCosta worked at a time when ideas of preservation focused more on the exterior of
structures and on extraordinary interior details. In his oral history interview with HCF,
he stated, “When I was really active in the restoration business here, people did not
dream of doing the museum-type restoration that is done today.”2 Reflecting the
sentiment of his time, DeCosta’s interior renovations focused more on comfort and
modern conveniences.
The collaboration between Herbert DeCosta and Historic Charleston Foundation
solidified both the organization’s and the contractor’s success. Working together to
achieve the common goal of restoration of the city’s landmark architecture, the two
dynamos in local preservation managed to save and restore numerous structures in the
city. Their mutual respect for each other’s talents and passion for preservation is evident
in their continued partnerships in projects after the Ansonborough Rehabilitation Project.

2

Herbert A. DeCosta, Jr., HCF Oral History Project, June 24, 2003, Transcription, 12.
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In his own words, Herbert DeCosta expressed his appreciation for Historic Charleston
Foundation and their dedication to the preservation of his hometown:
I am happy to have been associated with the Foundation on a number of its
projects for I have gained much valuable info[rmation] on houses of this
period and have developed a special interest in and appreciation for the
fine craftsmanship that went into the construction of these homes. I trust
that the work of the Foundation will continue to grow that these homes
will last for future generations to admire and enjoy.3
In his own very effective way, Herbert DeCosta made his mark on the city through the
physical restoration and preservation of its architectural heritage.
Through his efforts to restore historically accurate facades and to reuse historic
materials, Herbert DeCosta exhibited a strong preservation ethic and achieved the goal of
preserving the architectural heritage of Ansonborough while making it a comfortable,
desirable, and modern neighborhood. The success of the rehabilitation project and of
Herbert DeCosta’s craftsmanship is illustrated by the prestige of Ansonborough today.
Lined with structures whose age only increase their charm, the streets of the
neighborhood contain some of the most sought-after addresses in the city, and high real
estate prices reflect Ansonborough’s appeal. The triumph of the rehabilitation project
Historic Charleston Foundation masterminded and financed and which Herbert DeCosta
largely implemented endures today.
“It makes you feel very good…that you were able to bring it back – to bring it
back to life again.”4 Herbert DeCosta did just that. Using acceptable and innovative
preservation techniques, DeCosta managed to restore this neighborhood in downtown
3

Herbert DeCosta to Ben Scott Whaley (draft), ARC, H. A. DeCosta, Jr. Papers, Box 286.
Eleanor Flagler, “DeCosta’s Love: Turning Shambles Into Showcases,” News & Courier, Charleston, SC,
July 10, 1977.
4
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Charleston, South Carolina back to its former glory. His skill and talent in working with
historic materials and his understanding and appreciation for the architectural heritage of
the city is visible throughout the area. In an article written shortly after DeCosta’s death,
a local journalist stated, “His legacy is scattered about Charleston’s older neighborhoods;
and if that legacy can’t be readily identified, that only underscores how good a job he
did.”5 In the Ansonborough Rehabilitation Project, Herbert DeCosta saved a tangible
section of Charleston’s history and fulfilled his ideal of “turning shambles into
showcases.”6

5

Robert Behre, “DeCosta was early force for preservation,” Post & Courier, Charleston, SC, December 29,
2008.
6
Flagler, “DeCosta’s Love,” News & Courier, July 10, 1977.
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Historic Charleston Foundation – Oral History with Herbert A. DeCosta, Jr.
June 24, 2003
Interviewer: Kitty Robinson (KR), Executive Director, Historic Charleston Foundation
Interviewee: Herbert A. DeCosta, Jr. (HAD)
Transcribed by Alissa Keller, February 1, 2011
KR: I am happy to be interviewing Herbert DeCosta this afternoon who will carry
the afternoon with his conversation. Herbert is a former trustee of Historic
Charleston Foundation and has been so involved in many facets of the community.
We did an earlier interview today with Peter McGee, and his name came up there
and in fact it comes up in many conversations that have to do with the history of the
Foundation and Herbert, I will introduce you now to ask you to start with your
comments that would describe your childhood in Charleston.
HAD: Thank you very much. Am I talking loud enough?
Off-camera: Yes…
KR: (nodding) Talk to me.
HAD: Ok, I, uh, I was born at 118 Smith Street which is now called Radcliffeborough.
Of course, in those days, it was just Smith Street. It did not have any “borough”
designations. But anyway, the house that I was born in was built for my grandfather. In
those days, it was customary a lot of times for husband and wife to move in with their
parents (KR: yes), so my mother and father were living with my grandfather and
grandmother Craft who were my mother’s people. So, uh, interesting thing at that time,
our neighbors were the mayor of Charleston John Grace who lived across the street and
this was between Calhoun and Vanderhorst Street where we lived. Next door to us lived
the superintendent of the county schools. So, we had a sort of mixed neighborhood. It
was, there were very few segregated neighborhoods at that time in Charleston. One of the
interesting things about my childhood was that my father had constructed a basketball
backboard in the backyard, a sliding board, and a playhouse that was supposed to be my
sister’s dollhouse, but my friends and I used to use it for a playhouse. And of course we
got chased out periodically by my sister when she’d come home (laughing). But anyway,
and one of the things that was interesting at that time the backyards were just dirt and all,
you know, so you could get fairly dirty playing in the back during the day. But in the
afternoons, we would have to take a bath and change our clothes and get dressed for the
afternoon. Now, in the afternoons, we could play on the front lawn because that was
clean, you know, we had a little grass front yard. Or we could swing, we had a swing on
the porch and you could swing on the porch, but the point was you had to be fairly quiet
and not do anything to get dirty (laughs) in the afternoon. Or I would go around a block
away to visit my best friend Felder Hutchinson who lived at 235 Calhoun Street, and I
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can see him right now sitting on his coping and he would be dressed for the afternoon
watching the cars go by. So that was our big activity. There’s more traffic on Calhoun
Street than on Smith Street. It was a little more exciting going there.
Now, in later years, my father built the house on Sullivan’s Island, so we would go there
for the summers. And I remember that he had built a garage and a room on the back of
the garage for a servant, see because in those days, you know, everybody had servants.
Because I’m ashamed to say they were paid so little that they was $1.75 cents or $2 a
week, so, you know, everybody had one or two servants. And these people used to take
the bus and come to Sullivan’s Island. Of course, if I can remember, no one lived in that
room at first, and my father never parked in the garage because the house was so close to
the water, and he would bring in every day, you know, ice from the city because nobody
had refrigerators. At least, we didn’t have them on Sullivan’s Island. And he would want
to drive the car back, you know, to the street and he didn’t park in the garage. So, the
garage never got used. (laughs) And the servant’s room never got used. But, finally, um,
when we got older, or in fact, I think, after we came back here (?) to live, he moved that,
those two rooms to the side of the house and made shower rooms and dressing rooms. So,
my wife said she remembers that one of the ladies who helped her used to live in that
room for a while, but we put her out and made that into a, sort of a storage room for our
boat equipment, you know, life jackets and things of that type, because I had a boat on
Sullivan’s Island. So, um, as a child, a little older child, we grew up over there in the
summers. Now, one of the most interesting things about that life [I remember?]. Around
three o’clock in the afternoon after dinner my mother and her sister-in-law whose son had
come over to stay with me, played with me and a young girl for my sister. The ladies
want to rest and take naps, so were required to go in our room, close the door, and we
were supposed to be sleeping. Now, you know very well, that children would not be
sleeping in the afternoon, and I can remember that we would jump off the closet, ‘cause
the closets did not go all the way to the ceilings, you see. And we’d jump off the closet
and on the bed. Bounce up and down on the bed. (laughing) [And we were supposed to
be sleeping]. But we never did want to sleep, but at least we stayed in the rooms, and they
knew that we were not getting in any trouble. So, after that, then he rented the house out
for a while, but that was, I guess, most of the highlights of my early childhood.
I went to school, the first school I attended was the Roman Catholic school on the corner
of Shepherd and Coming Streets. I well remember that one of the ladies that worked for
mother used to take me to one of the older student’s home on Radcliffe Street, which was
about four blocks away, and then I would walk with her to school. But the problem was
attending the Catholic school was the nuns continued to try to get me to join the Catholic
church. And, of course, Mother would not hear about that. So, finally, I left there and
then enrolled at Avery in first grade. That’s where I spent the rest of my year’s and
graduated from Avery.
Another interesting thing about my childhood is this: I can well remember, one day I left
home to go to school and I didn’t have a necktie on. My father saw me and told me to go
back home and put a tie on and don’t ever let him catch me without a necktie on out of
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the house. Now, you know, of course nobody, when I tell kids that today, they don’t
believe that. But, but, nobody would think of going out without a tie on. I never saw him
without a tie or bow tie on. Today, I know [illegible], well, a lot of places I go, fellas still
wear sport shirts. Nobody bothers with it. But in those days, you had to wear ties. And he
had a flat-top straw hat that he wore in the summer time. Long-sleeve shirts. I don’t think
they made short –sleeve shirts then, and then he would have on these striped seersucker
suits, and he’d take the coat off if it was too hot. But never took the tie off! He might
loosen his collar, but he never took the tie off. So, I think those are the most interesting
things about my childhood.
KR: Herbert, did you have much extended family in Charleston besides your
parents at your house? Did you have other cousins?
HAD: Yes, I had one cousin who used to come over to Sullivan’s Island. That was my
father’s sister’s child. Her husband was a physician. And then, in later years, another one
of my cousins came back here to live. So, um, but really, those were the only family
members here. The rest of them had left Charleston and went to Brooklyn to live.
KR: I see. Well, now Herbert, I want to know this. When did Emily DeCosta come
into your life?
HAD: Well, I met Emily after I finished school. I went to Iowa State and finished in
1944. And one of my roommates was working on his doctorate in agricultural economics
and went back to teach at Virginia State College in Petersburg, and Emily was teaching at
Virginia State, um, the school, the high school, they had the teacher’s training school for
Virginia State. So, he invited me up one time, and I had her for dinner and that’s when I
met her. But, of course, at first, I did not call her anymore because I was not interested in
getting married then. And I knew she, so I used to date some of the students. See, I was
just about twenty-one, twenty-two then. But I got tired with the restrictions that the
students had (laughs), so, they had to be in by dark, and you know, that type of thing. So,
then I went back to seeing her. Then, we got married. It was 1946, July of 1946. And we
lived in Hampton where I was employed by the National Advisory (?) Committee for
Aeronautics as an architectural engineer, which is now NASA. And then, when the war
was over, this was World War II, we moved back to Charleston in March of ’47 to help
my father. I think that was the same time that the Foundation was founded, I think.
KR: Exactly. 1947.
HAD: I think ‘cause we both celebrated our fiftieth anniversary. It was your fiftieth
anniversary and my fiftieth coming back to Charleston.
KR: And where did you live then, when you and Emily came back?
HAD: Well, I lived in an apartment that my father had. A Greek Revival house on Spring
Street which was two doors [illegible]. I remember, it was a large place. It had three, four
bedrooms, two of them were in the attic which I made one into a sort of office, one a
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guest room. But I can well remember that we had a big discussion about the rent. Shoot.
Now, my mother didn’t want him to charge us any rent, but he felt that I should be
responsible. So, he charged me the large sum of $35 a month rent. (laughs) Now, that
same apartment rents for $1200 a month.
KR: Wow, I’m sure.
HAD: (laughing) Of course, it has heating and air conditioning now, but then, nobody
even thought about heat and air conditioning back in those days.
KR: Well, what about the, Herbert, the establishment of the DeCosta construction
company and your family’s association?
HAD: Well, well, see my grandfather really established the company, as far as we know
in 1899, and he had a partner whose name was Edmunds, and I have to talk to his
daughter to get some more accurate information about, you know, the relationship
between her grandfather and my grandfather. But anyway, as far as I know, he built a
large house at 80 Rutledge Avenue and built a church, an Episcopal church on James
Island, I think. What is the church there? St. Paul’s or St. John’s? The one across from
Bishop Gadsden.
KR: St. James.
HAD: St. James. Well, they had several churches there. One was a carpenter Gothic
church, and several of my older friends who are now gone but whose father was, uh,
lived on James Island in that area and was a contractor and was an older friend of my
father’s told me that his father told him that my grandfather built this church. I talked
with the people over there, but they had no written record of it. But that’s the story that
I’ve been told. And I found a picture of the church. And then another thing I heard that he
did was the sunken gardens up in Hampton Park, you know, where they had the Fair here,
the World’s Fair (KR: Yes) what was 1900? Well, I understand he built the sunken
gardens. But those are the only things that I remember. But one lady, I know it was Ethel
Thomas, a craftsman (or grandson?) told me that he had done some work for her, but it
must have been her mother, although she is much older than I am or was, but she told me
that’s all I know of what my grandfather done. But he died at an early age. So, my father
really wanted to stop school, but his mother wouldn’t let him. So, he, uh, finished high
school and then he went to work for a German contractor, and he became a **** , and
they built those houses south of Colonial Lake. You know, the new houses (KR: Yes) in
that area. That’s where he worked. Then, war came about and he went in the Army,
World War I, and he saved money in the Army by, um. He would lend the men money to
gamble, and he wouldn’t gamble, but he was the pay sergeant and he would lend them
money and he would charge them 50% interest (laughs). So, so, he was sure to get his
money because he had to pay them. So much for you, so much for me. So, he made
enough money doing that and also he was the company barber, although he didn’t know
how to cut hair. He just put on a big butcher apron and just practiced cutting hair on these
men. (laughs) They said he looked like a butcher because he would wipe the razor off on
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his apron. So, he made money like that. He saved his money. So, when he came back
home, he reestablished the business.
KR: So, during that time, that this is, it was just sort of on hold?
HAD: Right, right. That’s right. There was no, I guess that must have been about 1918,
1919 when reestablished the business.
KR: And how, how did he learn his skills? Was it from his father earlier?
HAD: Well, his father. Oh yes, he worked with his father. As a boy, his father paid him 5
cents a week, and next they said he got a raise to 10 cents a week. But in those days, there
were no trade schools, and if a man wanted his boy to learn a trade, he would put him to
work with a contractor. (KR: mmhmm) Now, he really didn’t expect, they didn’t pay
enough right then, but the boys got a few cents. But the advantage of that was by paying
them very little, the craftsman could take the time to teach the boy. But, you see, now a
days, the boys want large sums of money, and the contractor can’t afford to stop the work
to teach them. Although the government had a program, I can’t think of it, where they
would pay you to train fellows. That came up later on, so that helped. But then he learned
from his father and also working with this German contractor.
KR: And Herbert, did you know when you were a boy that you too would be a
contractor?
HAD: Well, that was the only thing that I ever thought. You know, I grew up playing on
the lumber pile, and I went to work with my father’s workmen when I was about 12 years
old. My mother, see, in those days, the man worked on Saturdays. So, my mother had me
doing housework on Saturdays. I would be polishing brass and waxing floors because the
ladies that worked for us, they didn’t seem to do that kind of work. So I did that. But the
last straw was when she told me to pick weeds out of the grass, so I told her I’m going to
work with the men. So, I got on my bicycle. I had a little sidewalk bicycle, and we were
working at 12 Duncan Street which was one of my mother’s houses. So, I went and told
the men, well, I’ve come to work! So check me in! I’ve been working ever since. And
that’s the last time I ever got (laughing…something about housework). So, that’s when I
started working.
And then in the summers, you know, when I was in school, in high school, I had to work.
Now, he said my sister didn’t have to work. She could go to camp, but boys had to work.
So, I had to work. I couldn’t go to camp or anything, so all my friends worked with me
because, you know, there was no employment too much (?) so they were glad to come
and work with the contractor. So, we all worked the summers [illegible] until I finished
school.
KR: Well, you have worked on so many properties in Charleston, and you have
become such a revered name, and as a matter of fact, of course, you’re the recipient
of the Frances Edmunds Award because of your lifetime of achievements. I wish
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you’d talk about some of the, some of the properties that you’ve worked on, and in
that I wish you would include some of your affiliations and associations with
Frances Edmunds.
HAD: Yes, well, of course from the time the Foundation started, and she was quite a
force in the Foundation, right. It’s really sad to see her today, you know. I remember, she
would come to some of the trustee meetings, and would never say anything. And it’s just
hard to believe, you know, she was such a different person when I knew her. And she
helped me a great deal because I did, you know, a lot of the Foundation’s work. And she
had a very good eye about things, although she might not have been the trained person
that I would discuss things with her. And even our other jobs that were not Foundation
work, I well remember we were restoring, um, this grocery store on the corner of Coming
and Wentworth Street for the College of Charleston, and that’s one of the most
interesting jobs we ever did. I don’t know if you remember that or not. It used to be a
grocery store on the first floor. They had a corner entrance, and then stucco on the second
floor. And then there was the building next to it, and that was filled in and that was
stucco. But end building was stuccoed (?). So, we took the stucco off the second floor,
found original weatherboards, and copied the design on the first floor. You know, same
style windows, doors, removed the, you know, the new store front and entrance doors,
and I talked to her. But then we were discussing whether to maybe stucco the whole thing
or take the stucco off, and we thought that the best thing was to take the stucco off. And
it’s just made all the difference in the world. Of course, people who don’t remember that
they don’t appreciate it. But every time I drive by and see that, I think of that.
KR: Well, that was a huge undertaking.
HAD: Yeah. And most of, and the buildings were in such bad shape that everybody else
had told *** Stern that they’d have to tear that building down, and when I looked at it at
first, I thought so too. But then I looked at it again, and we thought we could save it. And
so, we saved it, and now it’s one, like I said, one of the most interesting buildings that the
College has. And we did a number of jobs for the College of Charleston as well as for the
Foundation. Now, one of the questions that you asked me was some of the more
interesting things that we did for the Foundation. Well, there’s so many things, but I think
one, how’s my time? (checks watch)
Alright. So, one of the things we did, there was a house in the area of the Auditorium and
it was moved to the corner of Laurens Street and Anson Street. On the northeast corner.
You know, that brick house. (KR: yes, yes where the Kelloggs, I think) I don’t know
that, but there’s a brick fence, a pierced brick fence around there. Well, that house first
became [illegible] going to fall (?) down because it was in such bad shape, but we shored
it up (?) and the moving contactor, Chitwood, moved it and set it up on these steel beams.
No foundation underneath. So, we had to go over there and underpin the house that was
built. We had to put a new foundation, new footings, and build the walls back up. We had
to join the existing walls, the walls that were left, and that was really sort of a dangerous
job because, see, some of that brickwork had fallen. But, anyway, we got it done, and
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then we built the porches that you see there now, new porches, and the steps, we put in.
And also on the east side, you see a room with a garage with an elliptical door opening,
we added that and then, uh. See, one of the persons who helped the Foundation a great
deal in those days was Mr. & Mrs. Charles Woodward. Now, Mr. Woodward loved
pierced brick walls, so whether, see he’d give money to the Foundation and then we’d do
the work now. I don’t know whether he told them that he wanted these pierced brick
walls, but anyway I wouldn’t be surprised if we added up the pierced brick fence around
here (laughing) And of course, that is new (?). So, that was an interesting job.
Another one that was very fascinating was right down the street at, I think, 74 Anson
where Sis (KR: Sis Hampton. She’s now Sis Marshall). Yeah, Marshall lives. Well,
I’ve never seen like that before. The steps. This house was owned by a sea captain, and
the rails are curved from the first floor to the landing are curved upward, but then at the
landing to the second floor, they’re curved downward like that. So, we had to restore
those rails, and we put a porch on it. The porch was gone and the entrance. And a little
step we put in that Philip Simmons did the little iron railing and a fence. But, that was an
interesting job.
And another house that was quite a challenge was a house on Laurens Street that’s next to
the corner of East Bay Street. I don’t remember that place, but it was three-story house,
and it was really in bad shape. I have, fortunately, I have pictures of all of these places.
So, we had to tear off all the new additions and restore the porches. And, we did the
exterior restoration. A lot of the houses that we did for the Foundation, we did the
exteriors and made the interiors sound. Then, you would sell them to someone else, and
they would complete the restoration. So, that was the case. (KR: Is that Mr. Gibson’s
house now?) I don’t know who bought that house, I don’t know. (KR: I think that’s
Mr. Gibson’s.)
KR: Well Herbert, and these are all houses in Ansonborough. So, did you and
Frances make a lot of those decisions about which houses to do more restoration in
and whether it was exterior or interior. How did?
HAD: Now, see, the Foundation’s policy was to try and, they had this revolving fund.
(KR: Yes.) And [illegible] the annual money for the houses that was necessary so that
they could have money to buy and save another house. So, that’s why a lot of the houses,
we did not…some, we finished. I remember the house on Anson and Laurens. We did
finish that house ‘cause we had to put in all new wainscoting, doors, and everything in
that house. Laurens Street at the corner, no, not the corner, the three-story house, we did
not finish the interior of that. But, then the Foundation had a program. A lot of people
don’t know this, trying to help people who move from out of town, and especially
African-American neighborhoods they were…so, I never get. I think one of the first jobs
I did was at 36 Mary Street. And we restored that house. The porches were in ruin, and
we found evidence of what the original columns were by a pilaster column. So that gave
us a clue as to the design of the original columns. So, we took off all the incorrect
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columns and put all new columns on and matched that pilaster. And the same thing with
the front brickwork. And that was an interesting job.
So, yeah, we did so many, many places, Wentworth Street. Funny thing, we took the…a
lot of people don’t know this, but that house on the corner of East Bay and George Street.
I think it’s George. You know, the one on the northwest corner. (KR: Yes.) Ok, a large
house. Well, they had, that’s a Georgian house, and someone had added this cast iron
entrance on the front which wasn’t correct, so we took the cast iron entrance down, and
put in the correct Georgian entrance. And on the back, we, see, the steps were covered
up. The porches were not there originally, so we took the porches off the back and the
side, and we built, finished building the back steps. But we took those wrought iron,
those cast iron panels and took them around to this house on Wentworth Street, and
where the porches were taken off, we made panels. Uh, French doors and then we used
these panels as part of the railings, you see. Of course, today, it’s a funny thing, today we
could have never taken those porches off because they had porches on the front before, so
back in those days, we took the porches down and nobody said anything. And, the point
was, those panels you see know, those elongated panels came from that house on East
Bay and George Street.
KR: Well, Herbert, several times you’ve said “We’ve done this and we’ve done
that.” Tell me about your company, the company, and the crews. Did you train a lot
of people to help you?
HAD: See, in those days, young fellow, I had two young people working for me. One
was Jimmy Cobbs who really was trained in historic restoration. And the other was Billy
Clement who did my new construction. See, he was not interested too much in
restoration, and we did a lot of garden apartments all over the state, and new churches
and schools. And he liked that type of work. He was a [illegible] architect, so he did that
work. But Jimmy and I did the other work, so when I say “we” (takes a drink of water).
KR: So, so, you’ve done more work than just in Charleston?
HAD: Yes, yes. As far as new work is concerned, we built apartments in Newberry,
Columbia, Anderson, some places I can’t even remember. We did a lot of apartments.
Then, I was construction manager for the restoration of a large home in Atlanta that was
owned by Herndon. He was probably, at that time, the wealthiest Afro-American in this
country. He has a beautiful, Classical Revival home. So, I knew some of his, well,
descendants were friends of mine. So, they engaged me to do that. And then we did work
in, I did work in Orangeburg at Claflin College and some work in Columbia at Benedict
College (?). So, but not too much. The majority of work was, you know, down right here
in the Charleston area.
KR: Herbert, tell me a little bit about your involvement with St. Mark’s Church.
You’ve been there…
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HAD: Alright well, one of the questions you had here was about the…well, I think I
talked, did I talk to you about my great-great grandfather? (KR: I don’t, no, not yet.)
Well, my, see, the earliest record that I have of any of my ancestors is my mother’s
family. They were Kinlochs. And they were born on, at Kensington Plantation in 1794.
Now, his name was Richmond Kinloch, and we think his father was Francis Kinloch who
was the owner of the plantation. Now, we don’t have any record that says that, but this
little book that he kept of births and baptisms and burials of all of his children. And then,
some of the things he did, it’s just awful he didn’t keep any more records. You know, you
just wonder what he did all this time. So, anyway, he was born n 1794. And as I was
telling Jonathan when he was going out there, his wife was Sophia Jenrette Hampton (?),
and it was him who said we know that the Russells, Mrs. Russell was a Hampton. (KR:
That’s right, Sarah.) So, I don’t know, and Jenrette, see all these are similar names.
(KR: Yes.) So, that’s, we don’t know really what went on at that time. It’s just interesting
that a lot of these people have the same names. But, he had a lot of children, and we I
said, too, in this little record he kept, he said that he would close the year (?) at Pompion
Hill Chapel, and he would read the Bible. He went to Middleburg and did the same thing.
He went to this church, uh, south of near The Grove Plantation. What is that church?
Anyway, I don’t know how he got way down there. But anyway, but he had a note about
that church. And, but I can’t figure out, you know, what he did. But he said he would
close up the year at these different churches. But in his little notes or little book that he
had seems like he would read the Bible. He must have read the Bible a hundred times
because there’d always be some reference to certain verses in the Bible he read. So I. See,
he was free, you see, so I forget what he might have done ‘cause he might’ve held
services for the slaves, you know (KR: yes) on these different plantations. Because I
know, a lot of plantations, they had worship houses that the slaves used to worship in.
You see, and they might not have had a regular minister, so maybe this is what he might
have done. Although, we can’t be sure. But I know this for certainly, that he was baptized
in St. Paul’s Church, you know, on Coming Street. He has, he has the date down here, but
that may not be important. And he and his wife were married, they have the date. But
anyway, and I think they were married in, I heard that they were married in not St. Pauls.
What’s that church on Church Street? (KR: On Church Street?) Yeah, you know, the
big church. (KR: St. Philip’s?) St. Philip’s. Yeah, I heard they were married in St.
Philip’s. But anyhow, they attended St. Paul’s church, and I went there to try to find the
records, but the people told me that all the records were sent to Columbia in the Civil
War and all destroyed so there are no early records, records there.
Now, my mother told me that he had two sons. One was Benjamin Kinloch who was my
great-grandfather, and a brother who lived, was also Richmond. But my grandfather,
great-grandfather Benjamin worked at this rice mill over on the Ashley River as a
millwright because I would take my mother to lunch at the variety store. She liked to go
there because it was on the water, and she would always stop and say, ‘you know, my
grandfather worked in the rice mill’ you see. So, that’s what I heard that he was a
millwright, and I understand they, you know, would work on machinery, plan [illegible
39:34 – 39: 35] on machinery.
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KR: Well, and so, Herbert to get back to (HAD: The church) to St. Mark’s. When did
that?
HAD: Well, St. Mark’s Church was, let’s see (looking through papers)
KR: Is that where you, did you grow up going to church at St. Mark’s, and your
family?
HAD: Yes, and my grandfather, my great-grandfather Benjamin Kinloch was one of the
organizers of St. Mark’s Church, so that was my family’s first involvement at St. Mark’s.
And my father was a Methodist. He went to Centenary, but when he married my mother,
he joined St. Mark’s, you see. And he was a vestryman, and I was a vestryman later on,
and then my grandfather Craft who was my mother’s father was a vestryman at St.
Mark’s. Of course, and, the city, this church had, you know, a very interesting (checks
watch) history, so I don’t know if we have time to go into that, but I will say this. From
an architectural standpoint, this church was designed by Louis Barbot, and it might very
will be the last temple-form church to be built in America. The seven other churches of
Charleston of this form were all built prior to the war, and they’re mostly brick with
stucco. Whereas, this church, it was frame. The stained glass windows that replaced the
small, pane windows are all very beautiful and worth a great deal. We have two windows.
My mother bought a window in memory of her mother and father, and my mother put in
one in memory of my father. That’s one of the things the church is famous for are the
beautiful stained glass windows. Another thing that is interesting about this church is that
at one time, St. Mark’s Church was third in the Diocese in size and fifth in contributions
in the Diocese. Can you imagine that?
KR: Wow.
HAD: But, see, the people that formed St. Mark’s were all free people who had
businesses, you know, before the Civil War. They were caterers, barbers, tailors. You see,
in those days, there were no ready-made stores, so if you had to have a suit, you’d have to
have it made. So, they made a lot of money, you know, having tailor shops. (KR: Yes.)
And then, they owned lumber yards, and they were builders. So, they all, you know, did
very well, and most of them were also members of the Brown Fellowship Society.
KR: And that’s, I wanted to ask you about the Brown Fellowship Society.
HAD: Well, that was organized in 1794, and the, I’ll tell you an interesting story about
that. Remember when they had the Carolina Day march? (KR: Yes.) Well, you know,
you stood in line according to the date your organization was started. I remember it being
funny. So, we had our banner, you know, and I walked up past all these people lined up,
see. I said, ‘yall just new organizations.’ I was kidding everybody. Your group is just
fifty years old, and [illegible] over two hundred years old, see. So, we were about the
fourth or fifth ones in the line. (KR: Is that right?) Isn’t that something?
KR: And we have Carolina Day this coming Saturday.
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HAD: (laughing) So, I remember, I’ll never forget that. I thought that was really, I was
laughing.
KR: And so who are members of the Brown Fellowship Society?
HAD: Well, there are members. Let’s see what I have. I brought the, see, this is the book
of the Brown Fellowship. See, the Rules and Regulations of the Brown Fellowship
Society. Organized November 1, 1790. Isn’t that something. And I’ll just read the
preamble, it says, “Whereas, we free brown men, natives of the city of Charleston, state
of South Carolina, take into consideration the unhappy situation of our fellow creatures
and the distresses of our widows and orphans. For the want of a fund to relieve them in
the hour of their distress, sicknesses, and death and holding it an essential duty of
mankind to contribute all they can to more (?) relieving the wants and miseries and
promoting the welfare and happiness of one another.” So, that was the purpose of the
organization. And, these are the names of the original leaders, and my great-grandfather
was not a member, but my, I mean, my great-great grandfather was not a member
although his children were all buried in the Brown Fellowship. My uncle, great uncle,
and my great-grandfather Benjamin Kinloch were all members of the Society. And the
thing that’s amazing, and they have the dates that everybody was admitted, and another
thing that’s very interesting about this group. Now, who would think that in 1790, that
there were free people who could write like this? (holds papers up to camera) (KR:
Beautiful handwriting.) Wasn’t that beautiful handwriting? Now, isn’t that something?
(KR: Yes.) So, you see, this is a little booklet we put together to commemorate our 200th
anniversary back in 1794 (?), and it contains the, we copied the Rules and Regulations
and put that in here, and…so, that’s what I mean
KR: Now, so this, the Brown Fellowship is active today.
HAD: No, it’s really not active. It’s just, we have commemorative meetings but every
five years, and that’s what we have. We don’t have any because there’s not enough
interest. See, we lost the cemetery. The Roman Catholic Church bought that. Well, the
people, my mother’s generation, all these are old ladies, older ladies, and they, you know,
didn’t bother, and, you know, they just let it go. So, that was the end of that. So, we
bought another cemetery, you know, in North Charleston, but that is nothing much. But
anyway, this is really, and then we included other things in this little booklet that are very
interesting and significant in regards to our history, you see.
KR: Herbert, let me ask you before we run out of time about your affiliation with
the Foundation as a Trustee. What, are there, are there any particular
accomplishments that stand out during your tenure with the Foundation in
particular that mean something to you?
HAD: Well, the most significant thing is we bought this building.
KR: (laughing) We’re in the Missroon House today.
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HAD: (laughing) Without any question. You know, I think that also we commenced
work on the Russell House.
KR: And you’ve been intrinsically involved with that work.
HAD: Yeah, but you know, let me just mention this, too. When I was really active in the
restoration business here, people did not dream of doing the museum-type restoration that
is done today. I remember one time I was talking with, what was his name? He used to be
a Trustee. We were talking about the doors at the Russell House and how much it cost to
restore those doors. He said, “you know, Herbert” he said, “the way we do these things,
people think we’re crazy!” To spend that money on one door. Well, people just didn’t
have the money. You know, when I first came back here to work in 1947, I used to tell
people that you could buy a house downtown for $25,000. Practically, any house
including a big one like 14 Legare Street, and you could spend $25,000 restoring it which
would be a total of $50,000. And at that time, they were spending $80,000 in Georgetown
section of Washington. I said, “$80,000!” I said, “we’ll never see that in Charleston!” We
just thought that that was just terrible that you’d spend $80,000 on a house. Well, look
where we are now. But, people just, you know, we saw [illegible 49:58]. And, you know,
people didn’t have the types of kitchens they now have because in those days the ladies
of the house didn’t work in the kitchen. They had help, and they wanted was a clean,
neat, serviceable kitchen. They didn’t want all these elaborate things they have now.
Spend $100 to $200,000 in the kitchen. I mean, we never even dreamed of that. You
know, all the elaborate bathrooms people have now. We just didn’t think of those things,
you know. So, it’s just, somedays (?), I go around these places we worked on, you know.
It’s like Glenn Keyes always said, I followed you around a lot of places. I’ll go to the
some of the places he’s been working on, you know, that we worked on. It’s hard to
believe. But I’m glad that people are prospering, you know, have the money to really do
things exactly how it should be done, but you would not have thought of at the time that I
was really working.
KR: Now, Herbert, we’re going to have to end in just a minute, but I don’t want to
end before you tell me a little about a book that’s going to be written about Herbert
DeCosta.
HAD: Well, that’s not, hate to say it, I don’t know, I guess it will be done, but we are
having a rough time getting things going. The author has just returned from Cuba. She
went down there on some project, and you know I sent you the release.
KR: Yes, for the photographs.
HAD: And we’ve decided on the list of places that we’re going to do because we’re
allowed so many places. We finally agreed on a list, and we have to talk with the people.
I have not heard from her in regards to that, you know, that form. So, I told her she better
hurry up because I’m getting older and older (laughs). I’m not going to be here if she
waits too many more years. But anyway, but I guess we’ll get it done one of these days.
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KR: Well, Herbert, it’s going to be a good book. The Foundation is very pleased to
be involved with its publication. We look forward to that, and we’re about at the
end of our time. Do you have anything else you just want to say for the good of the
cause, for the record?
HAD: For the record? Well, I think we’ve covered, believe it or not, we did, let me see,
better than I thought. So, I think we’ve covered the highlights. It’s ten after three, so…
KR: Well, let me just tell you again thank you very much for your time today and
the marvelous history that you have brought to us in a different way today. It’s been
fabulous. It’s June the 24th, 2003, and we’re in the Missroon House which you think
is one of the fine accomplishments of the Foundation.
HAD: Oh yes, without a question.
KR: So, thank you very much for your time.
HAD: Thank you, too. Glad to do it.
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Herbert A. DeCosta's Work in the Ansonborough Rehabilitation Project

Address
27 Anson
30 Anson
34 Anson
53 Anson
58 Anson
60 Anson
66 Anson
71 Anson
72 Anson
74 Anson
75 Anson
82 Anson
311 East Bay
321 East Bay
328 East Bay
329 East Bay
332 East Bay
8 George
50 Hasell
54 Hasell
43 Laurens
48 Laurens
57 Laurens
61 Laurens
40 Society
42 Society
48 Society
56 Society
59 Society
12 Wentworth
13 Wentworth
19 Wentworth
21 Wentworth
22-24 Wentworth
23 Wentworth
30 Wentworth

Client
Historic Charleston Foundation
Robert Lockwood
Historic Charleston Foundation
Historic Charleston Foundation
Edward Tracy
Robert Hitt
HCF, William McIntosh III
Peter Manigault
Rodney Williams
Historic Charleston Foundation
Historic Charleston Foundation
Historic Charleston Foundation
Historic Charleston Foundation
Historic Charleston Foundation
Historic Charleston Foundation
Historic Charleston Foundation
Historic Charleston Foundation
Historic Charleston Foundation
St. Johannes Lutheran Church
B. B. Howard
Historic Charleston Foundation
HCF, Mrs. James O'Hear
Isabel Stoney
Historic Charleston Foundation
Historic Charleston Foundation
Historic Charleston Foundation
William McIntosh
Historic Charleston Foundation
HCF, Reeves Little
Raymond Hill
Historic Charleston Foundation
John Ziegler, Jr.
Perry Woods
Historic Charleston Foundation
Oliver Lindsay, Jr.
Historic Charleston Foundation

Year of Work
1973
1966
1966
1967-68
1965
1960, 1963-68
1959-66
1969-70
1966-70
1969-70
1968-70
1962, 1964
1968
1968, 70
1959, 1964
1960
1972
1969
1968-1972
1966, 1977
1961, 1974
1969
1966-68
1963
1960
1974
1961
1966-68, 1971
1968-70
1969
1971
1967
1967-70
1966-68
1966

Stabilization &
Maintenance
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Exterior
Restoration

Interior
Renovation

Comprehensive
Rehabilitation

X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X

Notes

with 30 Wentworth Street
X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X

X

Lucas & Stubbs, architects
Formerly 15 Wall Street
Complete restoration: R.E. Mevers
Formerly 86 Anson

X

X

X

Lucas & Stubbs, architects

X

X

X

David LeRoy Parrott, architects

X
X

Lucas & Stubbs, architects
Read Barnes, architect; demo of 64 Anson

Complete restoration: Dawson Engineering

-

-

-

X

X

X

Memo at HCF re: poor quality of work

X

X

X

Formerly 114 Anson Street

X
X

X

X

Read Barnes, architect
1928-HAD, Sr.

X
X

X
X

X
X

converted into apartments

X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
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X

X
with 53 Anson Street

27 Anson Street

Photo by author.

Client: Historic Charleston Foundation
Stabilization & Maintenance: yes
Exterior Restoration: no
Interior Renovation: no
Comprehensive Rehabilitation: no
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30 Anson Street

Photo by author.

Client: Robert Lockwood
Year of Work: 1973
Stabilization & Maintenance: yes
Exterior Restoration: yes
Interior Renovation: yes
Comprehensive Rehabilitation: yes
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34 Anson Street

Photo by author.

Client: Historic Charleston Foundation
Year of Work: 1966
Stabilization & Maintenance: yes
Exterior Restoration: yes
Interior Renovation: no
Comprehensive Rehabilitation: no
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53 Anson Street (right)

Photo by author.

Client: Historic Charleston Foundation
Year of Work: 1966
Stabilization & Maintenance: yes
Exterior Restoration: yes
Interior Renovation: no
Comprehensive Rehabilitation: no
Notes: see 30 Wentworth Street (left)
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58 Anson Street

Photo by author.

Client: Edward Tracy
Year of Work: 1967-68
Stabilization & Maintenance: yes
Exterior Restoration: yes
Interior Renovation: yes
Comprehensive Rehabilitation: yes
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60 Anson Street

Photo by author.

Client: Robert Hitt
Year of Work: 1965
Stabilization & Maintenance: yes
Exterior Restoration: yes
Interior Renovation: yes
Comprehensive Rehabilitation: yes
Notes: Lucas & Stubbs, architects
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66 Anson Street

Photo by author.

Client: HCF, William McIntosh III
Year of Work: 1960, 1963-68
Stabilization & Maintenance: yes
Exterior Restoration: yes
Interior Renovation: yes
Comprehensive Rehabilitation: yes
Notes: Lucas & Stubbs, architects; demolition of 64 Anson Street
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71 Anson Street

Photo by author.

Client: Peter Manigault
Year of Work: 1959-66
Stabilization & Maintenance: yes
Exterior Restoration: no
Interior Renovation: yes
Comprehensive Rehabilitation: no
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72 Anson Street

Photo by author.

Client: Rodney Williams
Year of Work: 1969-70
Stabilization & Maintenance: yes
Exterior Restoration: yes
Interior Renovation: yes
Comprehensive Rehabilitation: yes
Notes: Lucas & Stubbs, architects
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74 Anson Street

Photo by author.

Client: Historic Charleston Foundation
Year of Work: 1966-70
Stabilization & Maintenance: yes
Exterior Restoration: yes
Interior Renovation: yes
Comprehensive Rehabilitation: yes
Notes: formerly 15 Wall Street
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75 Anson Street

Photo by author.

Client: Historic Charleston Foundation
Year of Work: 1969-70
Stabilization & Maintenance: yes
Exterior Restoration: no
Interior Renovation: no
Comprehensive Rehabilitation: no
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82 Anson Street

Photo by author.

Client: Historic Charleston Foundation
Year of Work: 1968-70
Stabilization & Maintenance: yes
Exterior Restoration: yes
Interior Renovation: yes
Comprehensive Rehabilitation: yes
Notes: formerly 86 Anson Street
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311 East Bay Street

Photo by author.

Client: Historic Charleston Foundation
Year of Work: 1962, 1964
Stabilization & Maintenance: yes
Exterior Restoration: no
Interior Renovation: no
Comprehensive Rehabilitation: no
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321 East Bay Street

Photo by author.

Client: Historic Charleston Foundation
Year of Work: 1968
Stabilization & Maintenance: yes
Exterior Restoration: yes
Interior Renovation: yes
Comprehensive Rehabilitation: yes
Notes: Worked as general contractor for Lucas & Stubbs, architects
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328 East Bay Street

Photo by author.

Client: Historic Charleston Foundation
Year of Work: 1968, 1970
Stabilization & Maintenance: yes
Exterior Restoration: no
Interior Renovation: no
Comprehensive Rehabilitation: no
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329 East Bay Street

Photo by author.

Client: Historic Charleston Foundation
Year of Work: 1959, 1964
Stabilization & Maintenance: yes
Exterior Restoration: yes
Interior Renovation: yes
Comprehensive Rehabilitation: yes
Notes: 1959: worked as general contractor for David LeRoy Parrott, architects
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332 East Bay Street

Photo by author.

Client: Historic Charleston Foundation
Year of Work: 1960
Stabilization & Maintenance: yes
Exterior Restoration: no
Interior Renovation: no
Comprehensive Rehabilitation: no
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8 George Street

Photo by author.

Client: Historic Charleston Foundation
Year of Work: 1972
Stabilization & Maintenance: yes
Exterior Restoration: no
Interior Renovation: no
Comprehensive Rehabilitation: no
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50 Hasell Street

Photo by author.

Client: St. Johannes Lutheran Church
Year of Work: 1969

141

54 Hasell Street

Photo by author.

Client: B. B. Howard
Year of Work: 1968-72
Stabilization & Maintenance: yes
Exterior Restoration: no
Interior Renovation: no
Comprehensive Rehabilitation: no
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43 Laurens Street

Photo by author.

Client: Historic Charleston Foundation
Year of Work: 1966, 1977
Stabilization & Maintenance: yes
Exterior Restoration: yes
Interior Renovation: yes
Comprehensive Rehabilitation: yes
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48 Laurens Street

Photo by author.

Client: Historic Charleston Foundation, Mrs. James O’Hear
Year of Work: 1961, 1974
Stabilization & Maintenance: yes
Exterior Restoration: no
Interior Renovation: no
Comprehensive Rehabilitation: no
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57 Laurens Street

Photo by author.

Client: Isabel Stoney
Year of Work: 1969
Stabilization & Maintenance: yes
Exterior Restoration: no
Interior Renovation: no
Comprehensive Rehabilitation: no
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61 Laurens Street

Photo by author.

Client: Historic Charleston Foundation
Year of Work: 1966-68
Stabilization & Maintenance: yes
Exterior Restoration: yes
Interior Renovation: yes
Comprehensive Rehabilitation: yes
Notes: formerly 114 Anson Street
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40 Society Street

Photo by author.

Client: Historic Charleston Foundation
Year of Work: 1963
Stabilization & Maintenance: yes
Exterior Restoration: no
Interior Renovation: no
Comprehensive Rehabilitation: no
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42 Society Street

Photo by author.

Client: Historic Charleston Foundation
Year of Work: 1960
Stabilization & Maintenance: yes
Exterior Restoration: yes
Interior Renovation: yes
Comprehensive Rehabilitation: yes
Notes: Read Barnes, architect
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48 Society Street

Photo by author.

Client: William McIntosh
Year of Work: 1974
Stabilization & Maintenance: yes
Exterior Restoration: yes
Interior Renovation: yes
Comprehensive Rehabilitation: yes
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56 Society Street

Photo by author.

Client: Historic Charleston Foundation
Year of Work: 1961
Stabilization & Maintenance: yes
Exterior Restoration: no
Interior Renovation: no
Comprehensive Rehabilitation: no
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59 Society Street

Photo by author.

Client: Historic Charleston Foundation, Reeves Little
Year of Work: 1966-68, 1971
Stabilization & Maintenance: yes
Exterior Restoration: yes
Interior Renovation: yes
Comprehensive Rehabilitation: yes
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12 Wentworth Street

Photo by author.

Client: Raymond Hill
Year of Work: 1968-70
Stabilization & Maintenance: yes
Exterior Restoration: yes
Interior Renovation: yes
Comprehensive Rehabilitation: yes
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13 Wentworth Street

Photo by author.

Client: Historic Charleston Foundation
Year of Work: 1969
Stabilization & Maintenance: yes
Exterior Restoration: no
Interior Renovation: no
Comprehensive Rehabilitation: no
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19 Wentworth Street

Photo by author.

Client: John Ziegler, Jr.
Year of Work: 1971
Stabilization & Maintenance: no
Exterior Restoration: no
Interior Renovation: yes
Comprehensive Rehabilitation: no
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21 Wentworth Street

Photo by author.

Client: Perry Woods
Year of Work: 1967
Stabilization & Maintenance: yes
Exterior Restoration: no
Interior Renovation: yes
Comprehensive Rehabilitation: no
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22-24 Wentworth Street

Photo by author.

Client: Historic Charleston Foundation
Year of Work: 1967-70
Stabilization & Maintenance: yes
Exterior Restoration: yes
Interior Renovation: no
Comprehensive Rehabilitation: no
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23 Wentworth Street

Photo by author.

Client: Oliver Lindsay, Jr.
Year of Work: 1966-68
Stabilization & Maintenance: yes
Exterior Restoration: yes
Interior Renovation: yes
Comprehensive Rehabilitation: yes
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30 Wentworth Street (left)

Photo by author.

Client: Historic Charleston Foundation
Year of Work: 1966
Stabilization & Maintenance: yes
Exterior Restoration: yes
Interior Renovation: no
Comprehensive Rehabilitation: no
Notes: see 53 Anson (right)
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Herbert A. DeCosta & Ansonborough:
Archival Collections Summary
Address

Avery Research Center

Historic Charleston Foundation

27 Anson

undated floor plan w/ proposed changes;
estimate for major renovations; copy of
bill to HCF for $607.90

no information on HAD

30 Anson

major job for Robert Lockwood in 1973;
lots of estimates, including change from File includes basic house history; nothing
plaster to sheetrock; large folder, lots of
on HAD
info; measured drawings

30 1/2 Anson

1968 estimate to HCF; bill for
renovations to store at SE corner of
Hasell & Anson; additional bill for
repairs to windows & weatherboards
('70)

No Property File

34 Anson

Bills to HCF (66); sketches & photos of
new door, cornice, & brackets; detailed
notes & outline of pricing

HCF purchased 1965 - sold '69; undated
photo; 1970s requests for alterations;
samples of plaster; property research
paper; no direct references to HAD

53 Anson

Exterior restoration; slide; 1966 bills to
HCF; handmade blind fasteners;
preservation pamphlet; removal of metal
hoods & back additions; measured
drawings; SEE 30 Wentworth

Purchased from HCF in 1966; deeds,
alteration requests, 1966 Appeal from
Decision of Zoning Admin Office;
photos; no HAD

58 Anson

Dr. Edward Tracy; 1968 letters &
estimates; plaster repair nixed for
sheetrock; jalosie window replaced w/
double hung; lots of correspondence with
owner; time sheets; measured drawings

60 Anson

measured drawings

64-66 Anson

Tour information; copy of photo;
DYKYC article: 1968 renovation, plaster
removed, floors, woodwork & brickwork
repaired, cyma recta wood cornice added
to replace faulty plaster; sold soon after
renovation
file not accessed

Filed as 64-66 Anson; deed from HCF to
estimate; specs from Read Barnes
(1960); bill to HCF for razing wall 1960; McIntosh in 1963; HCF purchased in
1959 for $1.00; lots of deeds; contract
William McIntosh III - owner; 1988
work; 1970 estimate to paint & repair 3rd with Read Barnes; 1960 demo of 64
Anson - HCF made list of items to keep
floor; bills from 1963-68; sketch of
from demo; 1960 letter from HAD re:
kitchen & window; Simmons to make
earthquake bolts & rods; 1962 proposal work on rear fence; 1962 estimate from
Hugh Ford, Mt.P contractor; 1988
to FRE & HCF for renovations - includes
references to HAD about brick
closing/sealing house until purchased &
wall/drawings by HAD; DYKYC,
exterior work; 1959 estimate & bill;
photos; unsigned, undated sketch
1974 & 1977 work; measured drawings
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Address

71 Anson

72 Anson

74 Anson

75 Anson

Avery Research Center

Historic Charleston Foundation

1959 HCF purchase; one of first 7 houses
purchased by HCF in project; 1st to be
sold by HCF;Manigaults reworked
staircase for new entrance; 1973 Peter Manigault; 1965 bill for
Manigault sold to Cokers for $97k; lots
construction of summer house on
of requests for alterations - burned off
Sullivan's; photos; plaster molds & cast
paint; hand-sanded, repainted woodwork
pieces (?); variety of bills for variety of
in library; photos; photo comparison with
work from 1959 - 66; 1959 - blueprint
many changes post-restoration; Pres
style w/ renovations
Progress photo of mantel (5/1960);
personal narrative from Priestley Coker
about living in Ansonborough and rehabing house himself
Lots of easement information - exterior
and interior; basic floor plans; list of
interior features; 1992 archaeological
report; property map w/ 2 structures;
Rodney Williams-owner from MA; lots
1969 HAD contacted for work - bid
of hand-written correspondence with
accepted
by owner - Rodney Williams;
owner; 1969-1970 - extensive work;
correspondence
b/t Williams and FRE;
stairwell sketches in back house;
1962:
Hugh
Ford
hired by Mrs. Stono to
references to 74 Anson; fence
redo
kitchen;
doors
drawn by Simons;
construction; working for Lucas &
historical info & architectural
Stubbs (architects)
description; copies of deeds, plats, chain
of title; Photos, articles; quotes &
estimates from other contractors for
earlier work
HCF bought property for $5 in 1962;
tore down house and moved 15 Wall
formerly 15 Wall St.; statement of
Street to site; house moved by L.A.
accounts - lists 7 properties in 1966;
Chitwood; correspondence b/t FRE and
1970 - final bill to FRE & HCF; sketches mayor; sold to Rodney Williams (72
of kitchen plan; notes/estimates from
Anson) in 1969; HAD did work
subs; "burn all woodwork" to remove including construction of fence b/t 72 &
paint; info on 61 LAURENS; measured 74; Evening Post article about moving
drawings
houses; List of Buildings of Interest in
Auditorium Area; photo of original 74
Anson
1968 estimate; 1964 estimate including 1964 estimate for complete restoration to
original shape by HAD; similar, lower
major demo of 4th floor & porches; no
estimate from T.C. Edwards; restoration
contract for work; 1969-70 bills for
changing padlocks, closing property, & carried out by R.E. Mevers Contractors;
1968 estimate from HAD for
repairing windows; request of HAD's
constructing
rough cypress fence; HCF
opinion of status of structure from owner owned
property
and razed 73 Anson to
detailed response $53K
make room for large garden
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Address

Avery Research Center

Historic Charleston Foundation

82 Anson

Formerly known as 86 Anson - brick
structure moved to make way for
Auditorium; 1967 estimate to FRE for
extensive interior & exterior work on 86
Anson sketches of porches & plan; close
up windows & restore; 1970 bill to HCF
for cleaning; 3 slides = gorgeous; 1966
bill for "wrecking" 82 Anson; 1968 estimates & bills for work & structural
repairs; monthly bills 68-70; 2 photos bad shape; letter from Charles
Woodward to FRE about changes;
sketches of fence; Phillip Simmons;
article in Chas Evening Post about house
being moved & mentions DeCosta's
work; measured drawings

list of payments made to HAD for
restoration = $75,477.44; mentions demo
by Chas Wrecking Co; 1966 - bought by
HCF for $40k; 1973 - sold to Kellogg for
$85k; invoices from HAD outlining work
and increases; good quote from HAD
about estimates and excess costs; lots of
bills & estimates w/ good example of
pres ethic; FRE letter to Chitwood
discussing reuse of features from 321
EBay; correspondence about moving
building

311 East Bay

321 East Bay

328 East Bay

notes about doorway styles; invoice to
Correspondence concerning moving
HCF for closing property; 1970 estimate
property?; HCF sells to J. Ray Waits, Jr.
for exterior work; 1962 estimate for
in 1971 for $20k; lots of correspondence
exterior work including removal of hoods
regarding use of property; no information
and brick parapet; before photos of
on HAD
entrance
HCF owns and leases to Southern
National Bank of SC - 1968; 1969 "final"
1968 - Grimke House; working for HCF invoice from HAD to Lucas & Stubbs for
and Lucas & Stubbs, architects; invoices $68,845.60; 1967 estimate from HAD for
to architects 1968; invoice to HCF 1977; exterior restoration; 1971 letter to FRE
construction schedule; full estimate; from Bank regarding repair work needed quotes from subcontractors; 1968
note "called DeCosta"; history, chain of
Building Permit - removing porches,
title; 1968 Evening Post article about
exterior repairs, painting; slides;
HCF saving house from slums; DYKYC
measured drawings and blueprints
w/ photo of house before; letter from
FRE to SCDAH donating scrapbook of
renovations
Andrew Moffett House; bills to HCF in
1968 & 70 for maintenance/repairs; 1968
historic research materials including
estimate for roof repairs include 2
report by Harlan Greene; HAD renovated
Amherst, Faber House, 311 East Bay &
porches in 1968; 1985 repair report
328; 1986 estimate for repair to porches - references HAD's 1962 plan for house
no contract; measured drawings
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Address

329 East Bay

332 East Bay

8 George

50 Hasell

54 Hasell

Avery Research Center

Historic Charleston Foundation

Donated to HCF in 1958; HCF owns &
rents; renovation of kitchen building;
Albert Simons recommends hiring real
architect; FRE hires David LeRoy
Parrott; List of Bidders on job includes 7
contractors - DeCosta = lowest; HAD
1964 bill to HCF for roof repairs; 1985
hired; letters and estimates from HAD to
bill to HCF for plaster repairs using sub;
FRE; report on payments - including
measured drawings
payments to DeCosta; total project =
$48,737, DeCosta = $33,580.80;
estimate for renovations from HAD in
1958; historic documentation; N&C
article mentions DeCosta as contractor
on job; photos, sketches of snake gates
historic research materials; photos;
DYKYC article from 1961 references
contractor & "remarkable feat" in
listed in folder as Primerose House; bills
and estimates to HCF as early as 1960-68 restoration; entire folder from FRE titled
"Primerose Rehabilitation"; early
for exterior repairs
estimate from HAD in 1960; estimates
from other contractors; Dawson
Engineering hired for job
sketch of front elevation with
measurements; 1972 detailed bill to HCF 1972 - HCF buys for $13k; sold in 1973
for $18k; 1972 invoice from HAD; 1971
for removing front porches, cleaning
basement, constructing cornice, installing memo regarding impending demolition
of #8 and neighbors; historic research
plywood in windows, removing
information; lots of written
weatherboarding, porch, & balusters
correspondence;
DYKYC from 1972
from 6 George; 1973 bill for similar
with 'before' photo
work; 3 photos - rough condition, but no
porches
St. Johannes Lutheran Church; work
History, photo, DYKYC
done 1969; no HCF connection but
neighborhood rehab
1968 building permit for interior
alterations; owner B.B. Howard (Chas);
Phillip Simmons estimate; door sketch;
William Rhett House; lots of historic
various bills 1970-72 for small/odd jobs;
research/information; nothing relevant to
1969 bill for porch work; sketches of
HAD; no covenant
doors, entablature, iron gate; 1968 bill
for hanging pictures; sketch of plan for
terrace; more bills/estimates from 1968
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Address

Avery Research Center

Historic Charleston Foundation

1966 bill to HCF; 1952 Building Permit;
1972 estimate to HCF for work including
removal of 3rd floor, construction of hip
roof, new entrance, etc; 1977 estimates &
cost report to HCF for interior repairs &
exterior restoration; interesting negatives

Complicated chain of events that include
the demolition of original building at 43
Laurens and at 305-309 East Bay and
relocation of 116 Anson to site in 1973
(?); lots of documentation; 1976 deemed "Unfit for Human Habitation";
1978 scathing memo to FRE re: HAD's
sloppy/shoddy work; 1977 invoices and
complete estimate from HAD; 1972
estimate of repairs

48 Laurens

1970s bills from subs (74) including bill
from Colonial Antique Shop for
appraisal of "Adam type marble mantel";
1974 estimate to Mrs. James O'Hear for
interior/exterior work; 1974 bill for
"repairs to fire damages"; 1 photo - dark

HCF bought in 1959; HAD paid $392.58
for carpentry work in 1961; HCF sells in
1961 to O'Hear's; 1966 conditions
assessment of brick outbuilding by HAD recommends extensive work or raze;
within recommendations suggests
salvaging and reusing old clay tile on
roof; article in 50 Laurens file about fire
at #50 that burned the cedar shingle roof
under the tin at 48 Laurens

57 Laurens

behind 72 Anson; 1969 letter to owner Miss Isabel Stoney - w/ estimate for
fence & demo of old stable referencing
FRE; letter from FRE about fence & 72
Anson; 1969 estimate & bill for work
done on chimney

easement info; photos, measured
drawings; nothing relevant to HAD

61 Laurens

1967 estimate for interior restoration to
HCF buys in 1962; tears down 3-story
FRE stating that exterior has been
building at 76 Anson; official
completed; complete estimate; floor plan
Description of Materials form; 1968
w/ notes; 1966 letter to HCF w/ update "approximate" cost for restoration - "pd"
on accounts: 61=remove rooms, shore &
marked by exterior work; letters of
restore porches, etc.; measured drawings
eviction

43 Laurens

36 Society

40 Society

Easement info; DYKYC article - transom
recycled from 16 Logan; no information
on HAD
1962 & 1963 estimates from HAD for
1962 estimate to HCF regarding floor
repair work - but no invoices; 1962
joists, foundation, plaster, etc; 1963
conditions assessment and how to
estimate to HCF for 40 & 10 Wentworth; correct; 1960 HAD estimate based on
no invoices
plans from Read Barnes; article from
1995 about recent renovaton
Specs - undated
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Address

Avery Research Center

Historic Charleston Foundation

42 Society

1960 - working for Read Barnes (low
bidder as contractor?) on restoration; '60
estimate to Henry Schachte & Sons for
interior work to repair damages caused
by shower incident; 1960 monthly bills to
HCF & Read Barnes; progress reports,
construction schedule; measured
drawings

HCF buys in 1959, sells in 1961 as 3rd in
project; easement documents; various
bills from HAD for work done - final bill
Dec. 1960 for $25,002.52 (Read Barnes
paid $2,032.51); Standard Agreement w/
Contractor paperwork

48 Society

1928 estimate for 48 Society & 61-63-65
Anson for Schachte by HAD, Sr.; 1974
estimate & bills to William McIntosh;
1974 renovation blueprint for McIntosh

56 Society

DYKYC- restored as store w/ upstairs
apt by Kestler in early 1960s; sold in
1969 to McIntosh who made plans to
renovate upper story into single
apartment
HAD invoice to FRE for "Repairs and
Renovations" in 1961 for $2,533.06;
Estimates and bids from subcontractors,
purchased by HCF in 1960 - sold in 1961
including Phillip Simmons
to Gordon Langley Hall; restored by Hall
and Read Barnes in '62

59 Society

Invoices to HCF from 1966-68 for
renovations including 2nd & 3rd floor
apartments; blueprint plans with notes;
1971 bill to Reeves Little; measured
drawings

HCF purchased 1966 - sold 1971; house
divided into rental properties; 5/11/71 statement on accounts at HCF includes
appx. $10,000 paid to HAD for
remodeling into 5 apartments; 1967
estimate - very detailed, but not super
concerned with retention of historic
fabric; detailed statement for major and
minor (rearranging furniture!) work;
1966 HAD estimate to turn into 5
apartments

12 Wentworth

Complicated ownership history;
purchased by men from Charlotte; 1966
estimates from HAD for renovation;
1968 letter to inform of demolition to
FRE; copy of Building Inspection - Unfit
for Human Habitation; 1968-70 invoices
to Raymond Hill (owns The Wedge
plantation); construction outline;
questionable techniques on brick but
won't sandblast?; letters with good
architectural detail; sketches, elevations,
plans, notes; Christmas card with sketch,
slides; scary before photos

Correspondence b/t FRE and owners
from CLT; city documentation re:
demolition "Unfit for Human
Habitation"; DYKYC article 10/5/70;
before photos
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Address

13 Wentworth

19 Wentworth

21 Wentworth

Avery Research Center
large floor plan with notes; 1969 estimate
to HCF for temporary repairs; 1969
(only) invoice for installing new window
sash for $22.93; 1931 & 1951 estimates
to J.H. McGee from HAD, Sr.; measured
drawings
1971: $31,500 estimate for major
renovations with notes to repair plaster,
cornice, open fireplaces; invoices, not
itemized

Historic Charleston Foundation

Deed transactions 1969 and 1971; 1969
estimate from HAD for temporary repairs

Constructed in 1847; DYKYC (Jan. 25,
1971) lists HAD as contractor for interior
renovations for John Ziegler

estimates from 1966/7, 1974, 1977;
Chain of title; deed information; nothing
worked for Perry Woods; interior repairs
on HAD

1966 estimate; invoices 1967-1970; great
sketches including front elevation;
subcontractor invoices; 1967:
Ansonborough promo piece with before
HCF buys in 1966, sells in 1970; 1/4/70:
& after photos; Phillip Simmons =
DYKYC article; letter from FRE to HAD
balcony & gate; 4/1970 estimate to Pihl
requesting alterations to save money;
22-24 Wentworth
(owner) for interior & exterior
easement inspections; plat, photos, tour
renovations for $44k; estimate = good
information
indicator of work ethic; hand-written
breakdown of work to be done room-byroom; letter from FRE to request changes
to save $; 1968 estimate to Conroys

23 Wentworth

30 Wentworth

1966 estimate and revisions - extensive
with great examples of preservation
ethic; 1967 final bill with deductions of
wrought iron railing and explanation of
HCF buys in 1964, sells in 1965;
additional work; 1968 invoice for
evidence of lots of interested buyers; no
construction of fence b/t property and
information on HAD
HCF property next door; lots of invoices;
AIA Standard Form of Agreement
between Owner & Contractor
1966 - numerous versions of estimates
including plans with blueprints for
renovations for George Newton; no
invoice; SEE 53 Anson
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HCF buys in 1965, sells 1966 and again
in 1968; estimate for exterior changes to
northwest corner of Wentworth &
Anson; similar estimate from T. C.
Edwards; photo
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HERBERT A. DECOSTA, JR.
RESTORATION / MAJOR RENOVATIONS*
RESIDENCES
Client
Historic Charleston Foundation
Historic Charleston Foundation
Historic Charleston Foundation
Historic Charleston Foundation
Historic Charleston Foundation
Mr. & Mrs. Raymond Hill
Mr. & Mrs. Norman Stevenson
Mr. & Mrs. Edward Manigault
Mr. & Mrs. Peter Manigault
Mr. & Mrs. Charles Woodward
Mr. & Mrs. Charles Woodward
Mr. & Mrs. Charles Woodward
Mr. & Mrs. Rodney Williams
Mr. & Mrs. Robert Hitt
Mr. & Mrs. Charles Woodward
College of Charleston –
Dean’s Residence
College of Charleston – President’s
Residence
College of Charleston –
Health Center
College of Charleston – Office
Mr. Thomas Bennett
Dr. Elsie Taber
Mr. Craig Bennett
Mrs. B. H. Bratney
Mr. & Mrs. Alexander Cassatt
Mr. & Mrs. Harleston Fleming
Dr. & Mrs. Lawrence Hester
Mr. & Mrs. Armand Derfner
Garden Theatre
Dr. & Mrs. Fred J. Felder
Mr. Peter Manigault
General John Burns
Dr. & Mrs. J. Price Cameron

Address
61 Laurens Street
74 Anson Street
82 Anson Street
329 East Bay Street
36 Mary Street
12 Wentworth Street
14 Legare Street
27 King Street
71 Anson Street
94 Rutledge Avenue
40 Montagu Street
59 Smith Street
72 Anson Street
60 Anson Street
25 East Battery
12 Bull Street
6 Glebe Street
40 Coming Street
38 St. Philip Street
108 Beaufain Street
Mt. Pleasant, SC
26 Meeting Street
26 South Battery
23 Tradd Street
233 Calhoun Street
Mt. Pleasant, SC
18 Savage Street
371 King Street
127 South Battery
33 King Street
1 East Battery
38 Chalmers Street
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Notes

Mr. & Mrs. J. W. Cabaniss
Mr. Julian V. Brandt, III
Dr. Konrad Mark
Preservation Society
of Charleston
Dr. & Mrs. Robert Sade
Mr. & Mrs. Robert Rhett
College of Charleston
College of Charleston
College of Charleston
Mr. E. H. McIver
Dr. & Mrs. William Wilson
Hampton Plantation (Exterior)
Mrs. R. N. Whitelaw
Preservation Society
of Charleston
Mr. & Mrs. Thaddeus Street
Historic Charleston Foundation
Historic Charleston Foundation
Historic Charleston Foundation
Historic Charleston Foundation
Historic Charleston Foundation
Mr. & Mrs. Jamie Constance
Mr. & Mrs. Robert Mulholland Maison Dupre Inn
Mr. & Mrs. Robert Lockwood
Mr. & Mrs. Andrew Marin
Mr. & Mrs. William McIntosh
College of Charleston
College of Charleston
College of Charleston
College of Charleston
College of Charleston
College of Charleston
College of Charleston
College of Charleston
College of Charleston
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas Bennett

6 New Street
7 Logan Street
86 Warren Street
2-4 Pitt Street
147 Tradd Street
173 Queen Street
97 Wentworth Street
69 Coming Street
112-114 Wentworth Street
23 Meeting Street
43 Church Street
Georgetown, SC
42 State Street
21 State Street
17 Tradd Street
44 Charlotte Street
328 East Bay Street
N.W. Corner George & 321 East
Bay
140 Coming Street
58 Anson Street
Chicora Wood Plantation nr.
Georgetown
0 George St, 315 E. Bay Street
30 Anson Street
94 Rutledge Avenue
66 Anson Street
19 St. Philip Street
44 St. Philip Street
4 Green Street
28 Coming Street
29 Coming Street
59 Coming Street
Learning Resources Center
58 George Street
43 Coming Street
7 Meeting Street
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Mr. & Mrs. Frank G. Gilbreth
Mr. & Mrs. Melvin Solomon
Preservation Society
of Charleston
Mr. & Mrs. George Miller
Mr. John A. Zeigler, Jr.
Dr. and Mrs. Norton Williams
Mrs. Ransom Hooker
Mr. and Mrs. Richard E. Coen
Mr. and Mrs. Richard H. Coen
Mrs. Percy G. Kammerer
Mrs. LCM Smythe
Mr. Augustine Smith
Mr. George Grimball
Mr. & Mrs. Horst Denk
Mrs. Richard Hutson
Mr. Samuel Lapham
Mr. John McCrady
Dr. and Mrs. Charles Anderson
Mrs. Felix Chisolm
Mr. Serge Poutiatine
Mr. & Mrs. Julian Mitchell
Miss Emily McCrady
Dr. and Mrs. George Durst
Mr. and Mrs. Gedney Howe
Mr. and Mrs. Craig Bennett
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Simons, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. David Marsh
Mr. and Mrs. B. A. Moore
Mr. and Mrs. W. T. Wells
Mr. & Mrs. Lionel K. Legge
Mrs. Paul H. Bonner
Miss Sofia Kenyes
Mrs. J. V. Whittaker
Mrs. Stoney
Blind Association
Mrs. Katherine Reese

Folly Road
28 Murray Boulevard
19 State Street
21 Wentworth Street
19 Wentworth Street
68 Meeting Street
54 Meeting Street
64 Meeting Street
28 Tradd Street
59 Meeting Street
10 Bedon's Alley
31 Legare Street
Legare Street
15 Meeting Street
19 Greenhill Street
4 Greenhill Street
4 Legare Street
44 Meeting Street
Wappoo Hall Road
NE Corner Church & Water
47 Church Street
SE Corner Meeting & Water
56 S. Battery Street
Middle Street, Sullivan's Island
14 Franklin Street
31 Meeting Street
61 Tradd Street
39 South Battery
14 Legare Street
54 King Street
8 Ropemaker's Lane
101 East Bay Street
91 East Bay Street
92 East Bay Street
31 Savage Street
Savage Street
41 Pitt Street
8 St. Michael's Alley
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HAD Sr.

HAD Sr.

Mrs. Edwin Frost
Mr. & Mrs. Ellison Williams
Mr. & Mrs. K. Cassette

39 East Battery
27 Limehouse Street
23 Tradd Street

CHURCHES - RESTORATIONS
Morris Brown AME Church
Central Baptist Church
Old Bethel Methodist Curch
Olive Branch AME Church

Morris Street
26 Radcliffe Street
1972
222 Calhoun Street
1974
Highway 17 N, Mt. Pleasant, S.C. 1975

Memorial Baptist Church
Friendship AME Church

153 Alexander Street
Royal Avenue, Mt. Pleasant, S.C.

Royal Baptist Church

137 Pierson Street, Charleston,
S.C.
New Tabernacle Fourth Baptist Church Elizabeth Street
(Former St. Luke's Episcopal)
St. Stephens Episcopal Church
Prince George Winyah Episcopal
Church
Georgetown:
Prince George Winyah Episcopal
Church
Chicora Wood Plantation
Hampton Plantation, Exterior

67 Anson Street
Georgetown, S.C.

Residence of Mr. & Mrs. Jamie
Constance
Georgetown vicinity

Edisto Island:
Old 1st Baptist Church
Orangeburg:
Lee Library
Tingley Hall, Exterior

Claflin College
Claflin College

Columbia
Morgan Hall, Roof
Antisdal Chapel

Benedict College
Benedict College
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HAD Sr.

1975
1978
1978

Atlanta
Herndon Mansion
SCHOOLS & EUCATIONAL BUIDLINGS (RESTORATIONS):
COMMERCIAL
Carolina Shipping Company
Fielding Home for Funerals
Office - Dr. James Brown
Perdita's Restaurant
St. Johns Episcopal Mission Center
Citizens & Southern Bank (Branch
Office)
Office - Fielding & O'Neill Attorneys
Dialysis Clinic
City of Charleston Office Building
Neighborhood Legal Assistance Office

9 Mid-Atlantic Wharf
2704 Meeting Street Road
34 Morris Street
10 Exchange Street
18 Hanover Street
321 East Bay Street

1961/63
1962
1967
1967
1967
1968

12 Magazine Street
292-296 Meeting Street
116 Meeting Street
438 King Street

1976
1976/77
1978
1978

Fireproof Building - SC Historical
Society
Francis Edmunds Research Center
Meeting Street Facades

Chalmers & Meeting Streets
108 Meeting Street
209, 211, 213, 215, 217, 219, 221,
223, 225, 227, 229, & 231 Meeting
Street

Jenkins Orphanage
Max's Men's Store
Guild's Inn
Maison Du Pre
Tellis Pharmacy

Mt. Pleasant
East Bay & George Street
125 King Street

NEW RESIDENCES
Schwartz
Mr. Joseph Stillman
Mr. Aaron Solomon
Mr. Morris Kalinsky
Mr. and Mrs. David Alterman
Mr. and Mrs. David Epstein
Mr. and Mrs. Tobias Gadson
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Schift
Dr. and Mrs. A. T. Cornwell

148 St. Margaret Street
Confederate Circle
Confederate Circle
Confederate Circle
2 Country Club Drive
33 Devereaux Avenue
35 Devereaux Avenue
13 Deveraux Avenue
95 Congress Street
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Mr. and Mrs. David Cohen
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Goldstein
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Kronsberg
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Pearlstine
Mr. Joseph Welsh

Dr. Richards

8 Ninth Avenue
Maybank Highway
1830 Maybank Highway
Arcadian Way
4 Godfrey Park, St. Andrews
Boulevard
Country Club Drive
(2 Residences)
Parkwood Estates
45 King Street, Simons & Lapham,
architects
9 Price's Alley, Simons & Lapham,
architects
26 Rutledge Avenue

NEW COMMERCIAL
N.C. Mutual Building

208 Coming Street

Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Schachte
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Roberts
Mr. Joe Schwartz
Dr. Robert Wilson
Mr. & Mrs. Richard Salmon

*Located in Charleston, S. C. unless
otherwise noted.
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HERBERT A. DECOSTA, JR.
RESTORATION / MAJOR RENOVATIONS
Alphabetized by Client
Client
Alterman, Mr. and Mrs. David
Anderson, Dr. and Mrs. Charles
Benedict College
Benedict College
Bennett, Mr. & Mrs. Thomas
Bennett, Mr. and Mrs. Craig
Bennett, Mr. Craig
Bennett, Mr. Thomas
Blind Association
Bonner, Mrs. Paul H.
Brandt, Mr. Julian V. III
Bratney, Mrs. B. H.
Brown, Dr. James - Office
Burns, General John
Cabaniss, Mr. & Mrs. J. W.
Cameron, Dr. and Mrs. J. Price
Carolina Shipping Company
Cassatt, Mr. & Mrs. Alexander
Cassette, Mr. & Mrs. K.
Central Baptist Church
Chicora Wood Plantation
Chisolm, Mrs. Felix
Citizens & Southern Bank (Branch
Office)
City of Charleston Office Building
Claflin College
Claflin College
Coen, Mr. and Mrs. Richard E.
Coen, Mr. and Mrs. Richard H.
Cohen, Mr. and Mrs. David
College of Charleston
College of Charleston
College of Charleston
College of Charleston

Address
2 Country Club Drive
4 Legare Street
Antisdal Chapel
Morgan Hall, Roof
7 Meeting Street
31 Meeting Street
26 Meeting Street
108 Beaufain Street
41 Pitt Street
91 East Bay Street
7 Logan Street
26 South Battery
34 Morris Street
1 East Battery
6 New Street
38 Chalmers Street
9 Mid-Atlantic Wharf
23 Tradd Street
23 Tradd Street
26 Radcliffe Street
Residence of Mr. & Mrs. Jamie
Constance
44 Meeting Street
321 East Bay Street

Notes

116 Meeting Street
Lee Library
Tingley Hall, Exterior
64 Meeting Street
28 Tradd Street
8 Ninth Avenue
97 Wentworth Street
69 Coming Street
112-114 Wentworth Street
19 St. Philip Street

1978
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1967

1961/63

1972

1968

College of Charleston
College of Charleston
College of Charleston
College of Charleston
College of Charleston
College of Charleston
College of Charleston
College of Charleston
College of Charleston – Dean’s
Residence
College of Charleston – Health Center

44 St. Philip Street
4 Green Street
28 Coming Street
29 Coming Street
59 Coming Street
Learning Resources Center
58 George Street
43 Coming Street
12 Bull Street

College of Charleston – Office
College of Charleston – President’s
Residence
Constance, Mr. & Mrs. Jamie

38 St. Philip Street
6 Glebe Street

40 Coming Street

Chicora Wood Plantation nr.
Georgetown
Cornwell, Dr. and Mrs. A. T.
95 Congress Street
Denk, Mr. & Mrs. Horst
15 Meeting Street
Derfner, Mr. & Mrs. Armand
18 Savage Street
Dialysis Clinic
292-296 Meeting Street
Durst, Dr. and Mrs. George
Middle Street, Sullivan's Island
Epstein, Mr. and Mrs. David
33 Devereaux Avenue
Felder, Dr. and Mrs. Fred J.
127 South Battery
Fielding & O'Neill Attorneys - Office 12 Magazine Street
Fielding Home for Funerals
2704 Meeting Street Road
Fireproof Building - SC Historical
Chalmers & Meeting Streets
Society
Fleming, Mr. & Mrs. Harleston
233 Calhoun Street
Francis Edmunds Research Center
108 Meeting Street
Friendship AME Church
Royal Avenue, Mt. Pleasant, S. C.
Frost, Mrs. Edwin
Gadson, Mr. and Mrs. Tobias
Garden Theatre
Gilbreth, Mr. & Mrs. Frank G.
Goldstein, Mr. and Mrs. Maurice
Grimball, Mr. George
Guild's Inn
Hampton Plantation (Exterior)

39 East Battery
35 Devereaux Avenue
371 King Street
Folly Road
Maybank Highway
Legare Street
Mt. Pleasant
Georgetown, SC
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1976/77

1976
1962

1978
HAD Sr.

Hampton Plantation, Exterior
Herndon Mansion
Hester, Dr. and Mrs. Lawrence
Hill, Mr. & Mrs. Raymond
Historic Charleston Foundation
Historic Charleston Foundation
Historic Charleston Foundation
Historic Charleston Foundation
Historic Charleston Foundation
Historic Charleston Foundation
Historic Charleston Foundation
Historic Charleston Foundation
Historic Charleston Foundation
Historic Charleston Foundation
Hitt, Mr. & Mrs. Robert
Hooker, Mrs. Ransom
Howe, Mr. and Mrs. Gedney
Hutson, Mrs. Richard
Jenkins Orphanage
Kalinsky, Mr. Morris
Kammerer, Mrs. Percy G.
Kenyes, Miss Sofia
Kronsberg, Mr. and Mrs. Milton
Lapham, Mr. Samuel
Legge, Mr. & Mrs. Lionel K.
Lockwood, Mr. & Mrs. Robert
Maison Du Pre
Manigault, Mr. & Mrs. Edward
Manigault, Mr. & Mrs. Peter
Manigault, Mr. Peter
Marin, Mr. & Mrs. Andrew
Mark, Dr. Konrad
Marsh, Mr. and Mrs. David
Marsh, Mr. and Mrs. David
Max's Men's Store
McCrady, Miss Emily
McCradyMr. John
McIntosh, Mr. & Mrs. William
McIver, Mr. E. H.

Georgetown vicinity
Atlanta, GA
Mt. Pleasant, SC
12 Wentworth Street
61 Laurens Street
74 Anson Street
82 Anson Street
329 East Bay Street
36 Mary Street
44 Charlotte Street
328 East Bay Street
N.W. Corner George & 321 East
Bay
140 Coming Street
58 Anson Street
60 Anson Street
54 Meeting Street
14 Franklin Street
19 Greenhill Street
Confederate Circle
59 Meeting Street
92 East Bay Street
1830 Maybank Highway
4 Greenhill Street
101 East Bay Street
30 Anson Street
East Bay & George Street
27 King Street
71 Anson Street
33 King Street
94 Rutledge Avenue
86 Warren Street
39 South Battery
14 Legare Street
56 S. Battery Street
66 Anson Street
23 Meeting Street
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HAD Sr.

Meeting Street Facades

209, 211, 213, 215, 217, 219, 221,
223, 225, 227, 229, & 231 Meeting
Street
153 Alexander Street
1975
21 Wentworth Street
47 Church Street
SE Corner Meeting & Water
54 King Street
Morris Street
0 George St, 315 E. Bay Street

Memorial Baptist Church
Miller, Mr. & Mrs. George
Mitchell, Mr. & Mrs. Julian
Mitchell, Mr. & Mrs. Julian
Moore, Mr. and Mrs. B. A.
Morris Brown AME Church
Mulholland, Mr. & Mrs. Robert Maison Dupre Inn
N.C. Mutual Building
208 Coming Street
Neighborhood Legal Assistance Office 438 King Street

1978

New Tabernacle Fourth Baptist Church Elizabeth Street
(Former St. Luke's Episcopal)
Old 1st Baptist Church
Old Bethel Methodist Curch
Olive Branch AME Church
Pearlstine, Mr. and Mrs. Milton
Perdita's Restaurant
Poutiatine, Mr. Serge
Poutiatine, Mr. Serge
Preservation Society of Charleston
Preservation Society of Charleston
Preservation Society of Charleston
Prince George Winyah Episcopal
Church
Prince George Winyah Episcopal
Church
Reese, Mrs. Katherine
Rhett, Mr. & Mrs. Robert
Richards, Dr.
Roberts, Mr. and Mrs. Eugene
Royal Baptist Church
Sade, Dr. and Mrs. Robert

222 Calhoun Street
1974
Highway 17 N, Mt. Pleasant, S. C. 1975
Arcadian Way
10 Exchange Street
Wappoo Hall Road
NE Corner Church & Water
2-4 Pitt Street
21 State Street
19 State Street
Georgetown, S. C.

8 St. Michael's Alley
173 Queen Street
26 Rutledge Avenue
(2 Residences)
137 Pierson Street, Charleston,
S.C.
147 Tradd Street
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1967

1978

Salmon, Mr. & Mrs. Richard
Schachte, Mr. and Mrs. J. E.
Schift, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Schwartz
Schwartz, Mr. Joe
Simons, Mr. and Mrs. Albert, Jr.
Smith, Mr. Augustine
Smythe, Mrs. LCM
Solomon, Mr. & Mrs. Melvin
Solomon, Mr. Aaron
St. Johns Episcopal Mission Center
St. Stephens Episcopal Church
Stevenson, Mr. & Mrs. Norman
Stillman, Mr. Joseph
Stoney, Mrs.
Street, Mr. & Mrs. Thaddeus
Taber, Dr. Elsie
Tellis Pharmacy
Wells, Mr. and Mrs. W. T.
Welsh, Mr. Joseph
Whitelaw, Mrs. R. N.
Whittaker, Mrs. J. V.
Williams, Dr. and Mrs. Norton
Williams, Mr. & Mrs. Ellison
Williams, Mr. & Mrs. Rodney
Wilson, Dr. and Mrs. William
Wilson, Dr. Robert
Woodward, Mr. & Mrs. Charles
Woodward, Mr. & Mrs. Charles
Woodward, Mr. & Mrs. Charles
Woodward, Mr. & Mrs. Charles
Zeigler, Mr. John A., Jr.

9 Price's Alley, Simons & Lapham,
architects
Country Club Drive
13 Deveraux Avenue
148 St. Margaret Street
Parkwood Estates
61 Tradd Street
31 Legare Street
HAD Sr.
10 Bedon's Alley
28 Murray Boulevard
Confederate Circle
18 Hanover Street
1967
67 Anson Street
14 Legare Street
Confederate Circle
Savage Street
17 Tradd Street
Mt. Pleasant, SC
125 King Street
8 Ropemaker's Lane
4 Godfrey Park, St. Andrews
Boulevard
42 State Street
31 Savage Street
68 Meeting Street
27 Limehouse Street
72 Anson Street
43 Church Street
45 King Street, Simons & Lapham,
architects
94 Rutledge Avenue
40 Montagu Street
59 Smith Street
25 East Battery
19 Wentworth Street
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